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THIRTY-SECON- D

times as large. This Increase in cost
has been the cause of much of the
discontent amqng the settlerB. It was
partly due to a general Increase in
tne cost of labor and materials, part
ly to
and an insufficient allowance, for contingencies, and
partly to the necessity of doing more
work than wag originally contemplat

20,000.0
r

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY,

r

ed."

Under existing regulations, the report sets forth the construction charges must be returned to the reclamation fund in ten equal annual payments. This, it is said, is regarded as
a hardship by the settlers on some
projects, who express a desire for a
series of graduated construction payments inceraslng from one per cent
or two per cent, the first year, to fourteen per cent or fiften per cent, the
tenth year. Should this suggestion
be generally adopted it Is pointed out,
It would
mean a delay of several
years in the return of the first half of
the investment and a corresponding
delay in the completion of other work.
some of the projects in the
President Approves Report of semi-ari-One
d
regions," say the engineers,
such a modification in the terms of
Army
Board
Apportioning payment
may be necessary to prevent
absolute failure of the project, but
Immense Sum Provided By an
the geenral adoption of a system of
graduated payments is not believed
Congress for Reclamation,
to be necessary or advisable."

AMONG 14
PROJECTS
'

$4,500,000

FOR WORK
IN RIO GRANDE VALLEY

SOUTHERN EDUCATORS.
MEET IN CHATTANOOGA

Chattanooga, Ttnn., Dec. 26. The
Southern Education association, with
Carlsbad and Hondo Enter- representatives
the sixteen
from
southern states, will convene In this
prises to Receive Only Money city
10
at
o'clock tomorrow morning
that between 800 arid
Sufficient for Maintenance It1,000Is expected
delegates will be present.
Mayor Gaynor of New York, Senand Operation,
ator R. L. Owen of Oklahoma and
Bishop T. F. Gailor of the Episcopal
church, are among the speakers.
Ry Morning Journal Special Tensed Wire
will be morning and night meetWashington, Dec. 2G. President There
ings of the general association and
Taft has approved tho report of the the sixteen departments will hold
special board of army engineers rec- meetings in the afternoon.
ommending the apportionment of tho
new $20,000,000
fund, provided by LIBBYS IN DEAL TO BUY
congress, among the following reclaOUT ALASKAN CANNERIES
mation projects in the west:
Salt Itiver. Ariz., $495,000; Yuma,
Ariz.,
and California, $1,200,000;
Seattle. Wash., Dec. 26. According
Grand Valley, Colo., $1,000,000;
Colo., $1,500,000; Payette- to the Times negotiations are being
-Boise,
Idaho, $2,000,000; Milk carried on for the sale to Moby, Mc
Itiver, Mont., $1.000,000; North Platte, .Will and Libby of Chicago of ten
in Alaska and the
Wyo., and
Nebraska, $2,000,000; Ralmon canneries property
owned by
Truekee-CarsoNev., $1,193,000; Rio ships and other
Northwestern Fisheries company.
Grande, New Mexico, Texas and Mex- theGuggenheim
corporation.
The price
a
ico. $4,500,000; Umatilla, Ore., $325,-00to be paid Is reported to be $1,000.000
Klamath, Ore., and California, Local
officers of the fisheries com
$600,000;
Strawberry Valley, Utah,
$2.272.000; Sunnyside and Tleton, at pany will neither deny nor affirm tho
Yakima, Wash.. $1,250,000, and $665,-00- report.
The full rigged ships St. Paul, El
respectively.
J. D. Peters, A. J. Fuller and
The $20,000.000 la to be spent with- well.
C. Goss and
in th0 next five years and the inter- Benjamin F. Packerd, A.
are said to bo Included in
est on the loan is to be charged Harvester
the deal for the sale of tho Northwest
against the projects.
The following projects, completed ern Fisheries company.
or nearlng completion, carry a recommendation for the funds from the general reclamation act sufficient only WHITE TO ABANDON
for maintenance and operation:
Orlond Cal.; Carlsbad, N. M.; Hondo, N. M., tinmen City, Kan.; Kittitas, Wapata and Henton Units of
the Yakima, Wash., project.
GROSS CHANNEL
For the following existing reclamation projects the board of engineers
In the report approved by the president, recommends allottments from
the general reclamation fund:
Missouri pumping, N. D., Bellfour-chn,

0;

0,

e,

S. D.; Shoshone,

Wyo.; Minidoka,

Huntley, Mont.; Sun River,
Mont.;
Lower Yellowstone,
Okanogan, Wash.
In his letter to the secretary of tho
interior approving the report of the
engineers. President Taft says in part:
"I hereby approve the report of
the board of engineers in respect of
the reclamation projects, to which
they have made allottments from the
$20,000,000 loan; but this approval,
so far as the amounts of the allottments are concerned, is not final and
absolute, but ia intended to bp sub- ject to change by adjustment and
modification of the amounts as may
be necessary for the intelligent and
proper prosecution of the work, and
to the advantage of the servicp.
"You are authorized to call upon
the secretary of tho treasury to Issue
the certificates of Indebtedness needed to furnish the funds in accordance
with the allottmcnt recommended by
the board and approved by me as
the same shall bo needed from time to
time in pursuance'' of the term3 of
the act.
"The remainder of the report of
the engineers which was not responsive to the direction of the law but
was drawn at my request and for my
information, I hereby approve; and
when congress reconvenes in January,
I shall submit a message to the two
houses, transmitting the report announcing my approval for the same
and urging the adoption of the enrecomabling legislative measures
mended by the board."
In its comprehensive report on the
reclamation work in general, the engineers board says, In part:
Tho engineering structures of the
various projects are, ps a whole, well
designed and well built. Some of
dam. the
them, as the Pathfinder
Shoshone dam, the Roosevelt dam and
the Gunnison tunnel, are monuments
reflecting great credit on both designer and builder.
"Modern irrigation being a relatively new art in this country, much
freedom was allowed the local engineers in the design of minor structures. While this was a wise policy
in the early stage of the work, It has
resulted in some complicated and unstructures.
expensive
necessarily
With tho present knowledge of the
comparative merits of the different
types, it Is believed that standard do.
t,igns of the simplest satisfactory type
"hould be adopted for all minor strucIdaho;
Mont.;

tures.

"The most

uncertain

feature of

nearly all the projects la the water
supply. ''This is under state control,
and in the prosecution of Its work
the reclamation
servics bears the
same relation to the gtates as to a private Individual or corporation. Where
the water rights have been adjudicated, the rights of the United States
are well defined, but elsewhere they
are uncertain and may prove to be
materially different from that assumed.

"It is recommended, that wherever
possible, rteps be taken to secure an
early adjudication of water rights on
all project whore such adjudications
have not yet been made, and that,
pending such action, expenditures be
kept within the probable rights of

the United States.
"The actual cost of completed work
has almost invariably exceeded
the
original estimates, and in the case of
tome structures has been two or three

shot to death last night when there
was an assault on the camp. About
seventy-fiv- e
shot were fired.
There have been repeated demands
for the state police all day from various parts of the coul fields. The authorities fear thut there will be a
general outbreak all over the coul
fields because of liquor.

STATEHOOD RALLY

under-estimat-

UNO DIVIDED

By Mall 50 eta.
Month; Singla Ooptri. cent.
By Currier, ( crnta a Month.

DECEMBER 27, 1910,

Thursday evening at Elks' theater, will occur one of the most important meetings in the
history of New Mexico. Prominent men, both republicans and democrats will address the
gathering, explaining the provisions of the constitution for New Mexico, recently framed by
the convention at Santa Fe, and which is to be voted upon by the people of this territory, January 21. Among the speakers will be Governor Mills and Hon. 0. A. Larrazolo, besides a
affair and no
number of local orators of note. The meeting will be a strictly
to
informing
opportunity
himself
of
miss this
voter, no matter what his politics, can afford
on the provisions of the constitution. It is expected that this meeting will mark the opening
of an active campaign in Bernalillo county for the ratification of the constitution and every
citizen who has the interest of the new state at heart should make it a point to be present.
non-partis-

FORTY PLEAD GUILTY

TO

SELLING

i

an

REPLIES

STATEHOOD
TO

DO. WILSON'S

FOR ARIZONA
STATEMENT

VOTES
Astounding Revelations of Cor

at Polls

in Ohio; Fif

teen Hundred
Expected,

Indictments

ruption

THIS TIME
GOVERNOR SLOAN FINDS
ALL PARTIES HOSTILE

MILES

Chippewa Walls, Wis., Dec. 26.
John Christlansand jumped forty feet
from a wagon bridge Into Chippewa
river today with suicidal intent. He
"5
went under the Ice and came up 200
feet downstream at an air hide. ilj WORLD ALTITUDE RECORD
grabbed the Ice and crawled out. He
went home and said that the cold
BROKEN AT LOS ANGELES
water made him feel so much better
that the desire to die had suddenly

left.

Kcocptloi, to American Naval Officers,
Brest, Dec. 28. The municipality
of Brest today Bai; a brilliant recepk
tion In honor of Hear Admiral
and the officers of the third division, of the United States Atlantic
fleet. About 700 persons attended the
Mur-doc-

Daring Aviator Accomplishes
Remarkable Feat in Forty
Mile Gale; Suffered From Intense Cold Above the Clouds.

functions,

liiibotilc l'htuuo Kills 23.
Harbin, Manchuria, Dee, 26. In
the Chinese suberb of Fudzludlii there
were twenty-thre- e
deaths from bu
bonlc plague In houses and streets on
persons
Christmas day. Ninety-eigh- t
suffering from the disease were tak
en to a hospital.

MURDEROUS MINER SHOT
DEAD BY POLICEMAN

band away. Buckley then placed his
wife on a sofa and with a knife and
revolver threatened to kill anyone who
tried to arrest him or to minister to
his wife.
The police were called and Patrol

Journal BoMlal Laaaad Wire

TI

COLD WATER DRIVES
AWAY DESIRE FOR DEATH

Smith Denies He Is Pledged to Wellston, O., Dec. 26. At the home
a sick neighbor, Frank Buckley
Special Interests; Says Gov aof miner,
today stabbed his wife, fat
ordered Mrs. Louise Hoggs,
Called New Jer ally,
ernor-ele- ct
neighbor to leave her sick lied and
go out In the snow nnd drove her hus
sey Primary a Farce,
By Horning

(By Morning Journul Special leased Wire
26. The apColumbus, O.. Dec.

SOARS

HOXSEY

Newark, N. J., Dec. 26. A stateDemocrat, Republican and Pro
ment on the New Jersey senatoishlp
pearance of E. W. Crawford, state
gressive in Congress, United situation was Issued tonight by James man Shlrreg shot Buckley through the
printer and former editor of a West
heart. Buckley had accused his wife
Union newspaper, .before1 the special
in Belief That Act Framed a Smith, Jr. Mr. Smith's statement Is of preferring Hoggs' nephew, who was
grand jury in Adams county today as
nature, of a reply to Governor vlnltlng at
tho
in
the house. Buckley's two
a witness In the investigation of vote
Phoenix Is Impossible,
Elect Wilson's recent declaration in little children were witnesses to tho
buying, was a feature of the probe.

Morning J.mrnril Special IjiaMd Wire)

-

Ill-

Aviation

Los Angeles, Deo.
thousand people saw
Arch Hoxscy, the Pasad nia, Cub, aviator, break the world's record for altitude hero today. He soared more than
two miles up Into the sky to be exact, his baroKruph registered a height
of 11,474 feet, or nearly a. thousand
feet above the altitude of 10,4118 feet
recently attained by !,o Oagneux at
Pau, France. This Is the second time
the existing world's altitude record has
been broken in Los Angeles, the first
time being lust January when Louis
Puulhan rose a little over 4,000 feet.
Hoxsey accomplished his feat in a
gale of forty miles an hour, that
wrecked Hubert Latham's Antoinette
monoplane, and kept more cautious
aviators on tho ground.
Hoxsey sailed Into the sky at 1
o'clock. At 2:45 his barograph showed the greatebt height, as he soared
over Venice, a seashore resort, mure
than twenty milts from the field.
Coming down, he made a series of
thrilling spiral glides while thousands
of feet In the air. Before he came
lightly to earth, the crowd was on
Its feet cheering. He was lifted from
his biplane by fellow aviators, who
paraded up and down before tho
grand stand bearing the Intrepid
flier upon their shoulders.
The crowds insisted on making a
hero of Hoxsey. They did not give
him time to doff his furs, but marched
him back ami forth before the gruüd
stand.
"Was it windy up there," he was
26.

Field,

Seventv-flv-

e

favor of the New Jersey democratic crime.
party's
primary choice, James A. Mar-tinMorning Journal Bureau
Grand Dukes Mit Aunti'luns.
opposed to Mr. Smith's candias
Munsey
Dec. 26. Grand
St. Petersburg.
Building
613
senate.
Mr.
dacy
United
States
tho
for
Dukes
Nicholas Nlcholataevlch, Mich
have acknowledged their guilt and
Washington, D. C Dee. 26
says
part;
In
statement
ael Nlchollaevlch and Serge Mlkhalb)
have been punished by disfranchiseThat there is absolutely no hope of Smith's
"Dr. Wilson's statement Is as I ex- vlch today departed for Sklernlewlch
ment, fines and workhouse sentences. presidential or congressional approval pected
appears
over TtiiBsian-polanbe.
would
it
It
where they will hunt
Forty pleaded guilty today.
signature, but the reasoning Is not with nine Austrian personages, anions;
Most of them are backwoodsmen, of the constitution recently framed his
The. charges and Insinuafamiliar.
Hudolph , crown asked.
Archduke
opinthem
by
is
pay
the
convention
Arizona
the
unable to
their fines but their
"It blew go hard," replied Hoxsey.
suggest a harassed mind. Un- prince of Austria. The highest Im
promises In most instances were ac- ion of Governor Sloan of that terri- tions
have portante Is attached to the meeting. "that my machine hardly moved and
Dr. Wilson would
cepted and they were spared Impris- tory. Governor Sloan was seen at the influenced,
barely held Ito own. It was so blamed
been above misrepresentations.
onment. Alleged threats or rumors
cold that more than once I thought
"Hut certain public applause has
of threats against Judge A. 55. Itlair, New Wlllard this afternoon by a rep proven
my
carburator was about to free.
Judgment.
He
ee.lin
to
who is conducting the investigation, resentatlve of the Morning Journal has beenfutul
I made tho record because I de
swept, to the height with PREDICTED
HORNET
did not result in any disorder today.
termined to keep on Bolng up until I
"There la positively no hope," said
suddenness that his Judgment
Officers do not expect any trouble, Governor Sloan, VI t the constitution such
passed l,o 'iMxneiiss record, or the
has not acompanled him. He has my
they say. It war said today at tho
curburaror did freer.e."
sympathy.
pres
congressional
or
meet
will
with
court house at West Union that the
Hoxsey and his
The gale which
"He asserts that I am pledged to
total number of indictments before idontlal approval. My opinion Is snooial
brethren of tin, Wright camp, Par.
He was charged
Interests.
BE USED BK malee
the week is finished will be 1,500.
based upon personal conferences with with being Wall Street's candidate. I
and lirooklns, braved success
fully, wrecked Latham's beautiful Ansenators and representatives, both say that neither statement ia true, and
PHOMIXFNT MFV TO
toinette machino completely.
democrats and republicans. Tho
The
Dr. Wilson should have been the last
ANSWF.lt FOR munF.ii y
Frenchman was among the first of
progressives seem Just as bit man to assert the contrary. I do not
Manchester, Ohio, Dec. 28. The terly opposed to the Arizona
who
the
startaviators
answered the
constltu stand
trade,
free
INSURGENTS
free
for
largest parade witnessed in this town tlon as the
ing gun at 1 o'clock.
e
For two hours
republicans and
nationalism.
since the close of the November elec. democrats. The Initiative and refer nil ver or new
fll'teen
ha fought the
and
minutes
stand for state rights, f'r a Just tariff.
tion campaign, took place today when endum and recall will not pass mus
wind which blew directly off the
such conservation of our natural
automobiles and carriages, contain- ter. The only hope for statehood In for
ocean,
six
miles
from the aviation
resources as will permit of their wise
ing thirty-fiv- e
men left for West the near future lies in the possible re development,
field.
Then
an adverse current
not their wastful dls
Lee
Bonilla
and
Union.
slapped
his
monoplane
downward,
peoby
jection
the
of the constitution
tiibutlon; for the restoration of our
English Aviator's Injuries Pre
men,
The thirty-fiv- e
comprising
hurled it luto u fence under the brow
of a new and merchant marine, end for ot nor doc
New
Or
Sail
From
soma of the wealthiest and most ple and the construction by
Christmas
a
of
hull
and threw the aviator into a
s
the
document
vent Effort to Win Prize; prominent in the county, are to be less radical
trines which I recently publicly enu
to Lead gully.
merated.
Honduras
for
leans
called before Judge Blaln tomorrow sembled convention."
wns unhurt, but
The
Frenchman
Sophwith Has Best Chance at to plead to Indictments, charging
Dr. Wilson says that be was nssur
his machine was a tungled mass of
Movement Against Govern wire
ed bv tnv spokesman before his nonv
them with either bribery or accepting GOVERNMENT TO SPEND
and silken fabric. The motor was
$20,000,
luatlon that I would not be a candi
bribes in Connection with the recent
the only part left Intact, asul Latham
ment,
1 nev
IN
DAM
office!
MEXICO
FOR
MONEY
senatorial
.
for
date
the
election.
declared that having enough parts for
er would hake such a statement. ,No
three extra machines ho would build
one was ever authorized by me to
By Morning Journal fipnclal Leased WlreJ QUIET CHRISTMAS AT
new monoplane and be In the air
a
make such a statement and no one (By Morning Journal Rperlal Yenned Wire) before the end of the meet.
on the inLondon, Dec.
Washington, Dec. 26. Arrange- representing
a
state
me
made
such
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL ments between the state department
Washington, Dec, 26. Manuel Bo
Parmalee, driver of the "Baby"
adviser,
structions of his medica,
to Dr. Wilson.
and the Mexican embassy have been ment
who bad a
Claude Grahame-Whitnilla, former president of Honduras, Wright, also dared the wind and atchallenge
a
is
Furthermore,
hero
tained un altitude of 6,625 feet. He
concluded for the construction of a
narrow escape from serious injury a
I submit for bis ucccptunce. Let and Genernl Lee Christmas, an Ameri
ectrll'led the crowd by a series of
dam and levee on the lower Colo- whichname
week ago, and whose aeroplane was
Washington, Dec. 26.
coming
Christ
or
men
the man
him
can soldier of fortuno, both of whom whirling; dips, and then Walter
burned Sunday, has decided to forego mas Monday in the national capítol rado river in Imperial valley. Con- from
him.
Let
so
me
who
Informed
Brooklus, originator of the spiral
further attempts ft flights acioss the was as quiet as Christmas day. Presi- gress at the last session appropriated there be no hiding behind fhe seal appeared ufter the steamer Hornet glide,
went up. At this time the wind
Emdish Channel for distance in com- dent Taft surprised his Btaff at the $1,000,000 for the work.
left New Orleans, several days ago, had attained
my
spokes
he
be
confidence.
If
of
cona velocity of forty miles
arrangements
Under the
the
peting for the liaron üc Forest prize executive offices by appearing there
on by the man. I remove the seal. I't Dr. Wil have sailed fur Honduras aboard a an hour, but the Wright man went
f;'f $20.000.
for an hour in the morning and read- struction will be carried company,
passenger
a
to
revolu
steamer
lead
by
stand
or
silence
his
through performances
apparently
a son speak out
River Land
Because It would interfere with the ing his mall.
Secretary Nagel and Colorado
onvlcted before the public of at tion in that country according to prl
with us much enso as on the calmest
Mexican corporation, the stockholdthe men, tho Secretary Meyer called on the
Christmas holidays
today.
despatches
Bo
deceit.
vate
trickery
received
and
tempting
day.
ers,
in which ara Americans. It
admiralty has refused liaron do For1 called upon
Dr. Wilson snortiy nilla and Christmas, it was said to
Telegraph certifications of the
est's request to hive torpedo boats
In the afternoon the president anil is provided that tho United States
election.
The senatorial mutter night, took every precaution that the barograph reading of Hoxsey's record
accompany aviators in their
cross Mrs. Taft drove around the city, cnll- - does not acquire any right of own- after
might
bo
I
neutrality
him
that
had
was
laws
violated
not
i
discussed.
told
flight were sent to Clifford H. Haring at the residence of Admiral Dewey. ership or easement either In Mexichannel flights for his prize.
can territory or the works executed not yet reached a decision as to my In connection with tho sailing of the, mon and J. K. Duffy, the president
Only five days more for the compeon Mexican territory, where the dam candidacy. Professing a high regard Hornet, but their agents are expected and secretary of the National Fedur- tition remain and two competitors are
Balloonist Hillcil at Havana.
r me, Dr. Wilson Bald that my can to meet the vessel at some point In
lion of Aero Clubs of America.
be located. The works are to be
still In the field. Robert I.fraien. an
Havana, Dec. 26.
Frederick will
Willie the wreck (,f his Antoinette
built from surveys approved by a didacy would meet with some oppo Central America and formally charter
actor and Captain F. .S. Cody. It Is Brown, a circus performer of lfuf- - Mexican
In
people:
his
It
transporting
was being curried back to
use
In
that
aeroplane
sition
from
the
munitions
for
engineer.
likely, however, that youn Sophwith falo, N. y while attempting to make
judgment they wanted a man who had of war up and down the coast.
his hangar tonight, Latham, talked
balloon ascension today, struck a
who, in a flight from Sheppy, crossed
.
not previously appeared in the polltlof the full which might easily have
Cotton Ilroker Commits Suicide.
the channel and covered more than projection of a building. He fell
tl arena; some untried man..
uused him death.
Oalveston, Texas, Dee. 26. Arthur
STUDENTS PROTEST
170 miles, landing In llelbium, will 100
feet to the 'ground and was
primary
recent
"Stating
the
that
'When the gale started, it held my
J. Eaura, a well known cotton broker
prove the winner.
It is not unlikely killed.
a
would
was
be
a
and
'it
farce
that
almost motionless on every
machine
a
movement
few
AGAINST
EXPULSION
who inaugurated the
withdrawal
that Orahame-White'- s
state to send James K.
westerly reach. Then I decided to
months ago for a monument to the disgrace' to the senate,
Little Cilrl Accidentally Killed.
from the contest was in part clue to
me
to
be asked
ome clown, and found I could not.
Mo., D,;o.
"Black Mammy," committed suicide Martirio to the
Mc
the refusal of the admiralily to lend Coy.Kwing,
'here was nothing for me to do but
a sit down with him and agree upon a
11 years old, danghtei of Edward in a hotel here today. He leaves
Its aid to the aviators. There is still
Petersburg,
26.
A deputa
fit.
Dec.
to
acceptable
would
be
who
fly
candidate,
about until a lull would permit
no news of Cecil Cirace, nephew of the McCoy of Clarence, Mo., was shot and widow and one daughter.
tion of students from Odessa arrived mo safely to descend,
I had been
him and to me.
home of her
late Mayor (race of New York who instantly killed at thewnen
protest
today
to
against
decision
the
"How It will scar the doctor's soul
watting for tho lull more than two
today,
a gun ROOF OF TABERNACLE
was last week in a return flight across grandparents
government
expel
to
priof
students
to
the
view,
my
as
tho
to have his real
motor fulled to act
hours when
which her uncle. Hen Tredmore, was
the channel from Calais.
mary and as to the man he now lauds of the Unlverlslty of Odessa because properly and when a gust struck me
cleaning, was accident illy discharged.
CAVES IN ON PREACHERS for
The monoplane dash
senatorial honors, brought home of tho recent disorders there.
lost control.
The students say that the official ed down under the hill r.nd struck the
THREE LITTLE CHILDREN
to him with such painful accuracy.
SLAPPED HIS SISTER
was
of
1
untruthful.
la
version
the affair
He will try to disavow it, but it
tumbled, out, of course, but
nee.
ARE BURNED TO DEATH
Harberton, O.. Dec. 26. While
true, and In hia heart he knows It to They say that the students did not was not hurt and was examing the
SLAIN BY BROTHER number
flro a shot but merely broke windows.
of preachers and fifty deacons be true."
n ek when my mechatilcuns appeur- They declare also that a Judicial In1."
and laymen were putting the finishquest
a
of
ing touches In celebration of Christinto the affair and search
Samuel Perkins gave bis first ex
Glasgow, Ky., Dc. 26. On returnPrescott, Ariz.. Dec. 26. On the mas to a now tabernacle, which was
the precincts of the university did not hibition with his man carrying kites.
ing home on an errand today, Mrs.
of revival meetings, REIGN OF TERROR III disclose any firearms and that the reHe siiHoi iuied a stool on the cabio
Hubert Holes of Wisdom. Ky., found eve of his wedding because it isGeo-- built for a series
ports of the examining doctor did not ! with kites, und drawing himself up
he had slapped his sister.
the roof caved It. killing J. H. Yyers,
her home in ashes, and in one corner
sev
by a real estate denier and injured
certify to the wounding of any police' with a tackle observed the aeroplane
of the ruins, the charred bodies of hig Hendricks was shot and killed tobrother, Wllilam Hendricks,
eral others. Two preachers are mong
men.
maneuvers from a height of about
her three young children.
may
shooting
day.
Injured
of
One
The
occurred
at
the
those
the
hurt.
250 feet for two and a half hours.
she
When Mrs. Boles left home
RIDDEN
At die.
womanIüedícal
carefully covered the fire and locked rtore of the father of the men.
was
In
elder Hendricks
FI.HJIIT
MKí HAMf MHI
the doors. It was evident that the chil- the time the
arch of an officer to have hia sons TWO DEAD IN RGHT
I. AMI BICAX MDMM'I.AVt !..
MISSIONARY DIES
dren had tried to escape, but wars arrested
1 ,
26. Frarlc
Dec.
L.
Mineóla,
trapped.
I
IN GEORGIA
Schumackcr a mechanic employed bv
WITH
PISTOLS
Hay
TOWN
Burns.
MINE
Warehouse
Walter L. Fairchlld, a consulting en
Four Little Ones Crenialoil.
TloihcHter, X. Y., Dec. 26. Clara A. gineer,
Stockton, Cab, Dec. 26. Ten
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today made i'x shi.rt straightQue.,
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first
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M.
warea
the
in
Swain.
stored
of
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tons
Athamono
away flights In .Mr.
small children of Ovid Barilof
Waycross. Ca Deo. 26. Two perwas destroyed by fire
sent by a missionary society to plane. It is said to 1'alr'hlld's
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house
here
death
to
county
were
burned
be the first ttmo
basca
today.
Is
Castle
died
Orient,
dead,
re
and
sons
a
wounded
at
third
$125,C0.
the
Los,
in a fire that destroyed the store and
that an American monoplane run by
Dr. Swain was burn In K mini, sevea fourth Is probably dying as a restift Three Murders in Twenty-fo- ur
an American engine na ueen uion.
home of their father Christmas morn- Inyesto
nty-six
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years
Waycross
fights
of
and
of
southeast
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forty years ago. She did a notaterday and today. The dead are WalHours in Westmoreland Dist- - dia
Both parents were severely burned.
iiH.irrI foMi'.wv
Allen
ble work in establishing hospitals In
- .lOIINM'OM.S
and Da iter Crews.
CALLER IN PRISON CELL ter Alien through
WIDOW
III
AllthnritlPQ FpflT RftlPrnl India and introducing medeal meth- the heart by Wal- whs shot
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ihl,i. Dec. 26. The Wright
Davton,
OVER
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INQUEST TO BE
.ter Crews, who in turn was shot by
enmpanv
will
annuity
an
of apsettle
Outbreak,
the dying man as he fell.
proximately $ ,0tio on the widow and
Ashville, X. C, Dec. 26. Because It
BODY OF MOB'S VICTIM
COTTON KING PRESENTS
hlhlreu of Kalj'h Johnstone, a
was charged he was carried HWRy by
Wright Brother's aviator, who was
an exurbance of osdu'itory zeal and CHILDREN POISONED
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NEPHEW
according to a
$10,000
killed at Denver,
I By Momias Journal Bnerlul foaaei Wlrel
on Mrs. Zella
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Hit, Tin lit made tonight by F. H. Bus.
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The
coaltonight
is
Hamse;Ward.
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sell, manager of I he company. John
strike-ridde- n
init the collecting ;f evidence, tr.w ing off In the city jail, charged with
coal fields of Westmore
inquest over the body of Oscar
Smith, Ark., Dec. 26. This stone fell to death at Denver while
land county are in the throes of riotFort
insulting
Mrs.
Ward.
by
a
death
to
was
shot
who
Pokoshe, Okla., Dec. 26. Fating ing, the result of large quantities of was a happy Christmas for James soaring over an aviation Held.
Hamsey
a holiday call at the
mob enrlv today, has been deferred Ward homemade
was
day
admitted
mistletoe
berries here today mused li'pior being shipped Into the various Ferniindpjs. formerly a Texas bague
t
and
I'lVK. Mlir
until tomorrow. Coroner Handolph
as a friend of the family. He kissed the deaths of three children and th mining camps. The third murder in baseball player and more rctciitly a MOISWT WIN'S
has summoned a jury. tomnosed en- Mrs. Ward as a holiday greeting in the serious illness of two others. Two of twenty-fou- r
It II I! AT NI AV OK I. FAN S,
was reported to the policeman.
hours
announces
men.
and
tirely of business
d
New Orleans, Dec. 26. With
hugene S. Scabs, better known as
coroner today In the death of Tony
of her two small children. the dead children belonged to Franthat' the Inquiry Is to be right. So presence
Carres hie.li above the field try
farcino, a striker who was formerly "Cotton Kin" presented Fin.irdcT
Mrs. Ward immediately left the house cis Wright and the other to Benjaoffifar. however, it is said, county Iden111
and Molsaiit. Simon
children are employed !.t Ofbiirn.
farcino "as with a check for Jlo.aiiO. Femandes ing for ajiitndo chasing;
and returned with n policeman, who min Wright. The
cers are without a clew as to the
and Hamilton
each other
living In a striker's camp and was Is a nephew of s ale.
members of neighboring families.
took Hanisey in charge.
tity of those composing the mob.
As a result of today's work, 1225 men
were indicted for selling their votes.
This brings tho total number of indictments up to 768. Of these 154
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about the raer tirae at the city park
aviation field, four nerunhines were
In the air at once toil n v.
m a
r the afternoon
A feature
and automobile
flv mili monoplane
ty
Moisant.
race hloh was won
Garros raehed tlio highest alOtude
of the rtnv. ,496 feet, whilo the. fastest
mll8 during the day was made bvs
Moisant In one minute, three and
Hamilton hud engine
seconds.
(roubles sguin today.
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POTENTIAL

four-fifth-

RECENT CATASTROPHE
WAKENS PEOPLE TO PERIL
Former Premier

Vast Subterranean System of
Tunnels, Pipes and Conduits
Present Ever Present Possi-

i

bilities of Explosions,
Journal)
Ut Morula
New York, .Dec. 2. That vast
volcanoes may at almost any
moment make thla inland a crater for

Iflpeclul Correspondence

al

in

their accidental eruption, la the private opinion of many expert on explosive who are today completing an
Investigation of the recent catastrophe at Grand Central terminal, Aside
from the subterranean operation of
the two term Inn In and subway sysnlmoMt every miuare foot
tems

SWALLOWS
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h'-r-

,.f ttiu .if'tiuaitr ttpooleri
hattan Is known to cover
of pipes, wires, vault
In which (he possibility

Mtrio of Man

a

aun eontiuiis
of combustión
D DIES
Beneath scores of
Is ever present.
druif and chemical establishments 11
is an open secret that enough
stored to blow
Though
i.i,., L. ,,f tmllillnua
Cause of u Vigorous Investigation of theso Ken- Reveals
Autopsy
carconditions is tonay
Mysterious Death of Stranger era
ried forward, it la admitted by every
metro-....iiinii
that the demands of
Found in Oakland Lodging engineerlira
carry with
irniMi nlwavs
' House,
them some measure of explosive men
skv-hlir-

ace.

I

Ilrokci'M llrokc.
While Christmas contributions to
charity were reported as mounting
higher here than In any recent year.
Wall street Is bewailing a sad slack
in the hi holiday bonuses with which
reits workers have always
Only the stock jugglers can
warded.
complain of u slim season; for returns
from the shops, banks unci amusement
resorts are showing In hard flKurcs
that New York has seldom known a
more eneróos flow of Christmas cash.
ThoiiKh business men have apparent
ly nothing to complain ot, It Is evident by the luck of the largess which
the brokers uHuully scatter to their
employe that speculation has proved
very lean during the closing year. As
fat times always come back to the
men who play the market, no one la
wasting much sympathy on their failure to Join the general Christmas
enter.

Wire

Hperlnl

By Morning Jnurnnl

Dec. 26. A act of false
teeth In her wind pipe explained today thu cause of the death of a woman whose, body wag found yesterday
afternoon In a Broadway lodging
The eoronfr's Jury relumed
house.
verdict of death by a blood clot
on the heart, superinduced by strang-ulntloOakland,

The woman wu Identified iim Mary
Fruncí Collier, aged 85, a roaldent of
thiR city.
tsuls Kelimin, a teamster, who was
detained by the putlcu following the
finning or tha body, has been released.

LONDON POLICEMAN
HAS NARROW ESCAPE

Winter's Work..
Kettered by snow and loe'und aniart-liiunder the sharp winds with an
almost .ero chill, all moving things
abt ut Manhattan Island are today be-i- n
held Ui by the general stagnation
of winter weather. While every craft
waters In bucking
on tbcf
Its wv hours behind time, the slippery streets are choked with a loan
HI reel
line of floundering horses.
cars are vainly, trying to keep up
schedule I'l these blocks that no human power an clear from their i mili,
and even the most sturdy walkers
are finding the street Jam too much
to breast with unv chimen or making
Ibelr usual pace. Hroken business ami
social enmmcmetlts are easily excused. In these days of traffic pnralysii,
for New Yorkers have come to ktin-that In winter wenlher the speed of
the slowest must be made I'm pace
of the fastest on the l reels.
K

London, ioc. id. Another striking
example of the lant(er to which unate exponed
armed f.ondon pellet-meIn puiB.i'.THi hulgliir won given toiliiy
llaytreitd
win fired
when Policeman
t four time while pursuing u rnbher.
None of the shol wan efíccllve. When
the policeman flni"y grappled with
the fleeing law breaker, the latter
pressed the muwle of a. revolver to
forehead and pulled
thu policeman'
the trigger. The hint cartridge failed
to explode and the thief wan taken to
Jail.
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FOR WRECK
beven Bodies ot victims in
Scotch Express Disaster Are
Identified; Twenty Persons
Missing.
By Mornln

Jim rant RpMinl Leased

Pee.

Eng.,

ICirby-Htcppc- n,

2li.

Vtr1
An

Impicst into the disaster which befell I
the scotch express haturilay near
llawes Junction wa held today In a
tluv Inn near the spot where the train
Ko urue-soiu- a
wa ditched and burned.
was the Inouesl tliat It bad to
be suspended for an hour to cniibb-threlative of the dead to recover
from their emotion.
y
The solicitor for the railroad
expressed the company's regret
Tor the accident, but accepted full
lor II. He said It was due
s
of a
to momentary
man
crap
My the aid of
of charred
lolhltiK. button and keys, seven boíl-Ie- s
of victims have been Identified,
but the evtroleiloe adduced today
that twenty other person are
mlsstiiK and that Ibeir bodies probably were consume.! by Hie fire.
e
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I!
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been In many a year. Deputy Dmeill
Is e. former newspaper min unit apparently din not Intend to let lptuy
l'lynn. of secret service fame. Kit a
beat on him In any way of the Rambler
baltlnif at which the latter has rustlA
a eonscfiiicnce, none of the
ed.
In this city
professional
icamestcr
feels safe at any hour from the fly- iim axes of the contestinK rush lines.
v dark ttnil empty halls of chance
today stand, barred and barricaded,
about the (larnblltiif district and no
one knows how soon II will bo afo
even to flip a penny.
Snntii Mow.
Tors of belated Christmas mall are
today idlll helim sorted here by the
overworked mall men of I'liele Sam.
Kb'venih hour poslinii on the part of
the si ndi rs and Kctieral rush conditions In thi- - postal service are ns- as the cuise for this holiday
I'Yiim the looks of
the
mat! vault at the rocelvln; station
every
b,man,
It mlahl
armied that
woman and i blld In this part of the
i,
country still had another present
When the bin sill heaps are finpnstof-flce
ally silted and sent out. the
hope to net their first
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tlu-ne-
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Series of Important Confer Looks as if President Will Need
Another Term if He Does Any
ences to Be Held by President and Leaders to Discuss Tinkering With Payne-AI-- d
rich Law,
Program,
613 Munsey

Morning Journal Bureau,
613 Munsey Building,
Washington, l. C, Dec. 23. )
President Tuft is greatly encour
aged over the legislation outlook.
This was made known at tne wnite
if..,.?,. ..wluv bv tiio Hnnouncement
that a series of conferences would be
held immediately after Christmas be
tween the president anu icuoeis in
1
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a part of the launch is visible. Jl is
believed that Mr. and lrs. Bennett
and Herirían Parker were drowned.
Three rescued men entered the cub-i- n
boat when the launch sank and
oars. The
did not have time to get
craft finally drifted to p. barren key,
by
a
fisherman
found
were
where they
and brought to Key West.
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With Useful Gifts,
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Journul Special Leased Wirel
Dec. 26. Although
York.
yesterday was really Christmas today
as a week d:iy was more generally
celebrated throughout tho city. There
were feasts for tho poor and needy
by the score and distribution of gifts
and good things at charitable institutions where festivities were not held
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REVISION

TARIFF

cd

l

Home, It c.

ENCOURAGED

Morning Journal Bureau,
Washington, D. C Dec, 2G.
tw0 weeks
Developments of the
of congress have made It clear thai
the prospects of any revision of th.j
tariff at this seasitn or the next uru
not ut ail bright. The situation In
congress now poiiiM to the fact tha;
any revision
congress.
If President Tuft
was of the
h
law he will
The first of those conference
There are present have to serve another term us pros
held last night.
more than a dozen senators, mem- - i dent to get it.
.u.. v,,M,ua oe.,1 cuhlnot oi'fleprs
Iw.a
What is happening now In the senTh,, r,,ltr,lnllrj.ttOn'S lCifislntiVC TirO- - ' ate with respect K revision, schedule,
gram wag discussed in general, but ut by schedule, is highly significant of
future conferences it will oe niKen up coming tariff events. It has been dismcfluiiru l.e mnuunr ancf.the wishes closed In tho upper house that the inof the president will be made, known surgents alone, wi'.h perhaps a sr all
to leaders wno win dp iuhcu 10.
number of democraia, are in favor of
Most important will be the tariff! revision, schedule uy gt hedulo. A in:ill
subsidy.
ship
plan
and
commission
number of regulars may bo won ovo.
The president is determined to press to it. Hut most of the regulars are
both of these measures for decisive j against revision, schedule by schedule,
at the short session.
action
not
'I'l,.-- oo...,,,! rt
eonfereilePM wltll and most of the democrats do
to see it.
house and senate leaders will he held want
This means that in the next conimmediately attar tne nonuays.
gress, in ail likelihood, if any "popalong, that Is.
A bill has passed
the senate ex- gun'' tariff hills comeschedules,
they
tending the time for certain home bills revising single opposition
of the
encounter the
steaders to establish a residence upon will
Such
of particular in- regulars and of many democrats.
their hind which
the finance committee,
terest to New Mexico and a number of bills go to will
emerge
from it.
not
western states. The text of the meas- and probably
That the Cummins resolutions for
ure follows;
to facili"That all persons who have here- changes in the senate rules
schedule by schedule,
tofore filed declaratory statements or tate revision,adopted,
teems assured.
made homestead entries in the states will not be
of North Dakota. .South Dakota, Ne- It will be as hard to get "popgun"
congress as
through
next
Colorado,
tariff bills
braska, Idaho, Montana.
Ctah. Wyoming, Minnesota, Washing ever.
in this solution, the house demoton and Oregon ,nnd the territories of
Arizona and New Mexico, where the crats are likely to attempt general rereperiod In which they were or are
vision of the tariff, lint the obstacle
quired by law to make entry under in the way of any bill for general resuch decjarntoy statements or to es- visión, if it materially lowers duties,
tablish residence expired or expire will be numerous, once it gets Into
after December 1, 1911). are hereby the senate.
granted until May 15. 1911, within
In the first place it will have to
which to make such entry or establish run the gauntlet of P. finance commitsuch residence u:on the lands so en- tee controlled by high tariff republitered by them: Provided, That this ex- cans. It will emerge to the senate
tension of time shall not shorten either floor as a high tariff bill. It can be
the period of commutation or actual amended so as to provide for reducresidence required by the homestead tions in duties only by the combined
law: Provided, further, That this act strength of democrats and insurgents,
shall nit be construed, to defeat un and these two elements are not showadveibe claii established by entry or
much disposition just at present
settlemcpt and residence after the ing
A good many
to work in harness.
expiration of the time allowed for Indications
given that the strong
are
entry
a
soldiers'
under
making
cf
tho
tho democrats are the less they will
declaratory statement and the sol- er
be Inclined to foster the insurgent
dier hi.s lulled to make entry and es- republU-HnsWhile just now there is
tablish residence on the' land.
that enough regular re"Sec. 2. That homestead entrymen some tlgnswill
a tariff compublicans
or settlers u;ion the public domain in mission measuresupport
to make it possible
the states and territories above numcd to pass such a measure,
this does not
be, and the same are hereby, relieved
from the necessity of residence upon point to any increasing friendliness
In congress
high
element
of
tariff
the
their lands from the date of the approval of this act to May 15, 1911: for downward revision.
Indeed, it is suggested in some
Provided, That the time of actual resi.
donee during tho period named shall cpinrters that if a new tariff commisnot he deducted from the full time of sion should be provided for, the effect of It might be to delay revision,
residence required by law."
new commission would
The dec lion on the adoption or Inasmuch at
Teiectl.-t- i
of tho constitution for Ari- perhaps want to make its own investizona probably will lie held by Janu- gation of the cost of production of
ary 15. nixl, and if adopted the con- different schedules.
In connection with tariff commisstitution may be in the hands of the
president and of congress for their sion legislation, it is possible the senapproval before the end of the pres- ate democrat will make it impossient congress, according to the annual ble to get any bill passed this session,
report o," Covt rr.or .Sloan of Arizona. should the finance committee bring
r.
If Cat-- program is carried mi, ne one out. They could do this by a
i,.
says, "there Is every reason to expect
Senator Aldrich and the figovernment
be
will
that the new state
nance committee leaders are suspectin operation by the end of the pres- ed in some quarters of being bent on
ent fiscal year.
making a political pluy by reporting
Governor Sloan recommends that out a bill for a commission, and letlevy
of
taxes
authorize the
collares
ting the democratic leaders take on
for the paymeet of expenses of the themselves the burden of heating iw
territorial government for the fiscal
This would provide the republicans
years ending 1 1 2 and 191,3.
with some ammunition for the next
Personally, Oovernor Sloan does campaign,
and this without having n
not expect congress and the president permanent tariff commission,
which
to epprovo the Arizona constitution. the high tariff leaders so heartily disHe gave It a terrible black eye when like.
hu wa In Washington a few weeks
ago. That is not all. There is much
feeling in the senate and some in the
house that the Arizona constitution
muster. Particularly DEWEY CELEBRATES
will not pass
acnators openly express their oppositears"
u
- me
1,'i.n"crocodile
tion to the constitution, and say that
V III1C
they will rot stand for It In its preshag long been an overworked meta
BUY
TO
a.
TEXAMS
on
Is
record
ent shape.
phor, "luce no one
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that un elephant tan, findwith
real
of the Texas delegation with respect
casion docs, burst forth
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of human
lo the boundary dispute existing betears differing from those
Cunda, one ol
tween Texas and New Mexico. The
beings only in
president has let it be known that
Hie local xoos best known elephants,
rea
as
the matter will not be settled until
ha done the demonstration
Althe constitu.ion of New Mexico as a
sult of the death of a widow.
though no one know how II started, Declares Natives Who Go to stute Is upyroved.
Admiral Receives Congratula"ail
most singular friendship
Delegate Andrews has Introduced
California to Invest Vi
grown up between Cumin and o Mr.
tions From Officials at Washbills in ti.e house to satisfy the claims
the V.oc
lluwes who lived t lose to cage,
Up to Find of .Santiago I.oiiey. and the widow and
Wake
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day
Some
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She visited the
ington and Friends "All Over
a
the hens ol Juna D. Montoyn, ull of
rarrvlng n basket of sweets. Cum
Both bills have been
New Mexico.
Northerners in Possession,
" him she could
was her tluve and
World.
referred to the committee on claims.
he
do more than the keepers.elephant
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moment she entered
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tSun
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Ht Morning Journal Special I .tutted Wire
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pleasure.
trumpetBIBLE"
Washington,
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Admiral
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of
directors
darted down lloston road,
board
the
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holiing with four scared youngster
George Dewey, who was 73 years old
railroad svsteni, is spending the counkeepers
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day hunting
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his hi
y.oo
call on him to tender congratulations,
Three times in displayingnearly
a message to businrs men and
sends
I. ve for her the huge elephant
generally. but especially
for he went driving during the afterinvestors
of the country.
killed the frail old lady by pit king
In this
those
noon. He missed the president and
lilt
trying lo
her up In his trunk and
says:
He
.
lie hugged
Mrs. Taft, Chief Justice White, cabiof Texas they will
people
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LISBON BANKERS ARE
PLACED UNDER ARREST
Lisbon, tlee. 2!.
J. Luctumi de Castro, twelve former
governors and director el the Portuguese Credit Foncier bank, all of them
former cabinet ministers, and the
chief accountants, treasurer and cashier of the hank, were arreted today
method
m a chnrre of using
In connerlion with the administration
were
released
All
Institution.
the
of
on hull.
t'astro, who In a paralvCc. wa
to appear before thu magistrate
and hi bull wan fixed at $2,00,0l0.
Thi win furnished by four capitalist

ONE CENT

SIGHT, THINKS

BENEATH

HIDDEN

Kvtn thouKh postofflco
$12,r.()0,(lü0.
money order tost more for large
sums than bank drafts, they till retain their popularity, since forelgnci
seem to trust them more. Italy will,
a
IN
mlKht be expected, receive n
large percentaje of this 9 2.000,0110
Christmas gift, and It will not be nil
In small sum by any mean. On one
day, for example, five Italiana entered
one of
the poptoftlce and helped
their number to send $4.000 to hta
former home outside of Home, He
cheerfully paid the charKe of forty
dollar. Later! In the day four other Department Great Business InItalians accompanied in each cace by
numerous 'friends, look out money
stitution Says Postmaster
orders nKRrciut.ltlr lü.MOO. The aver- aiic sum sen! to the old country, how
Prompt and Efficient
General;
ever ranges from $10 to one hundred
dollar with on average of nbout half
Desired,
Service
way between the two. The largest
part goes to Italy, with Franco second, Wermany third, and Kngland
Siornlng Journal Bureau,
0
fourth. The remainder of the
613 Jttunsey Hulldlng,
total contributed by the rest
'
Washington. J. C, Dec. 23.
f the country follow the .saine proportion in a general way with the exPostmaster General Hitchcock exception of the amount going to Ger- pect to fee one-cepostage before
many which Is lurgely Increased by
postmaster general exthe gilts of westerners of this nation- his term us
pires.
"We have been working to
ality.
that end,'' he said, 'and 1 believe t
Phonographic courtship has just is in
Mr. Hitchcock regards the postof-flc- e
biun Invented here as Cupid's first
department as a great business
of a
aid In the Inexplicable way
man with a maid when everything Institution, and while the Interests of
it
else fall. Whiles winning a. wl.fl by tho people will not require that
he objects
the Impersonal mean of wax or rub- should be run nt atoprorit.
at
It
operating
may seem to lack the most strenuously
ber record
first essentials of courtship, and suc-In a loss.
of
business
Introduction
eThe
this. It first trial, did not work
cessfully, the posibllltle are obviously methods Into the conduct of postal
In
so great that It may yet supplant the affair." he said, "has resulted
It is a difficult
Certain advantages great economic.
present method.
he, for, if we
are readily apparent. For Instance, task which con.'ronts
reduce tho service the pulrnnis of the
the cautious wooer could be certulr
clerks on
of undeniable evidence a to the ex- office complain, and the
are
tent to which hi courtship had pro- whr m additional work Is thrown
is to Indispleased.
scheme
The best
gressed should a breach of pre mise
Likewise the suitor anx- crease the. efficiency of the service,
Bull ocur.
ious to wed without delay could eas- thereby stlmulutlng the business and
ily make love, to n dozen girls nt the increasing the revenues of the desamo time, since he would not have partment.
"The postoffice department la most
to be present at the home or even one
Aman
or them to pies his suit. All that anxious to avoid complaints.
letter In the box, on
drops a two-cehe would have to do would be t
postoffice
make hi little speech, to a machine the carrying of which the
and mall the record to any address makes a profit of an tn'i'lnlteslmal
it fraction ot a cent. If the letter goes
where It we to be reproduced,
the
was, however, for neither of these astray, the chances arc thatHome-time
reasons that the new method was sender will make a complaint.
as
cost
us
these complaint
discovered, but simply because of the
ruling of n stern iather against the much us $60 to investigate, ororeven
the
time of the clerks
further anpearance In hi houKe of aa more. The or
the postal inspectors
postmaster
youth who hud already started
money.
courtship In the regular way. The which is taken up, runs Into
"It is therefore greatly to cur adyouth, however, Immediately hit upon
thij happy plan of pouring his ardent vantage to nvld complaints a fur
sentence into a phonograph and then hh possible by prompt and efficient
the use
mailing the record to the object or service. This also stimulateman
finds
his ulicctions. A similar method on of the mails. If a business get a suffithen
anil
mails
can
use
he
her part made matter simple until ciently
prompt reply, he prefers the
bv c fatal mistake, she reproduced
liófe.m her father, believing It to be mail to the telegraph or the longdisend we are
popular song, the record containing tance telephone. To this
g
wherever possible
her future husband' plan fi r their introducing
devices, unci are systematizing
elopement, which the father promptly
r.ui even and expediting the handling of the
proceeded to dispose or.
goes well we
malls,
if everything wiped
thotn-'the '.'list attempt at phono
cut and
graphic wooing did not succeed, it Is will have the ulcficlt follow."
postage will
assured of a large field. Impecunious one-ceIs It beneath the dignity of a
noblemen, fi r instance, from nnroau
Hutted .tales penator to go back
might easily ryndieate the
heirhome and become the postmaster of
records nnii mr American
This Is the momentous
his town?
esses, pleading with a hundred simulnow confronting Senator
taneously and accept without loss ol question
Warner of Missouri. The senatorOw-is
time the authoress of the first favor
about to retire from the senate. lowable phonographic reply.
ing to the democratic clouds that
the ered over the "show nie" state last
bv
tomliKtonc
(he relator concluded llO
di
city
the
.nrln
of
part
large
thousand, a
and he will
rectory and hundreds or uour pane, ,.,,i, id not nun aunin.
... i.i... . ..w.i.t ivhii h
i.
has Just Hilt the senate in March, next. Now,
him postmas
Is
making
fi
of
r what
there is tnllt
taken place In Ilrooklyn
supposed to be the first time In med- ter of Kansas City, one of thu liveliest
This astonishing feat ...una in the country.
ical history.
w,,,.u mi iiooidnlnieiit would not be
b.V an
has lust been brought to light departnil
demotion in point of pays
much oi
Investigation by the health
office
Kansas City Í7..rií)0
While It docs not show that ary. The
ment.
be Is
ii'nna ..u, ,,,.i.ioHt the
the tombstones, directories andor door
In getting iu4 a. Culled r'tutes senator.
plates were sufVerliPr from
a
It appears tin 're. arc serious com
danger of smallpox, it does reveal
ut Kan
most amassing vaccination fraud. It plications over the postofriee
The state republican organ
Is declined to have (icon a result of .nm ,'iiv
J. Campbell,
W.
laatlon' indorsed
order Isuert by hi?h officials who
i.iiu Warner supported his secre
to make a record which would
rown.
the term of
Twenty physicians tary ' W H. C.
show In figures.
about two
were sent forth, with orders n is nmo the incumbent expired has
become
., h i., reoort at the fewest one months ago.
The fight
the aspirants that
hundred persons vaccinated daily- In 0..e.,hot ,.rhclwcenWinner's
have
friend
the
some district this was an
.i
suggested that he be named, and that
phyileul impossibility since tne
The
w,ir, mil I here. Accord
would be 11 good solution. being
this
,,,. i,ir-name is. accordingly,
ingly names were taken from tombconsidered at the While House.
stones, the directory and tloorplatef,
vaccln-llonand nil soil of Imaginary
riiiiH-Mfamilies.
lo Oiltlvuto Cotton.
marriages, resultant
nc
Amov, lec. 2. Chinese are planwere also vaccinaceu,
which
.
i...,,t
i.
it made a fine rec- ning the cultivation of cotton oíon an
Fu
extensive acule in the province
oril, and the fraud was only discov
ADOin uie oin.v
klen.
ered by accident.
of
that Hrooklynltes get out
that they ought
the whole matter
to be able to visit graveyards, read
the directory o ml ring door bells with
no i Isk of smallpox.
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and fifty "little
Twelve hundred
mothers" taxed the capacity of Hurray Lyceum at the annual dinner given by Frank Tllford to the tenement
children who have to care for their
little brothers and sisters while their
mothers work.
After the children hud eaten everything in sight, each was provided with
a school satchel containing a dressed
doll, box of candy, u pair of stockings
und a. picture book.

SPEEDING TAXI FALLS
OVER EMBANKMENT
Jefferson City. Mo., Dec. 26. A
taxlcab in which six young men of
this city were taking a ride went over
an embankment four miles weft of
here today. All were injured, one.
He was
Warren Goodei; seriously.
bc.dly cut on the head and body. The
over
tlx times while
taxlcab turned
going over the embankment and was
wrecked.

TWO THOIS.WD

MFV

M Alitil At.AlXST INsriitjr.NTS
Chihuahua, Mexico, Dec. 26. The
2,000 government reinforcements are
said to bo on the inarch today pursuant to a design of' surrendering- the
Insurrectos. For this purpose they
have about 2, sou men. including Nav.
are
arm's forces. The revolutionists
supposed to be nill in the neighborhood of Pedernales and hidden in tho
News of a
mountains of Malpaso.
conflict Is expected at any time. Thu
telegraph line still work west as fat-

ua Han

Antonio.

Ilailroail Man's Son Killed.
Ucdlands, Cal., Dec. 2. Itol Cher-rie- r,
A.
Chorricrd
son
II.
of
and a nephew- of President Darius
Ilurlington
Railroad
Miller of the
winter residents of Tiedlnnds, was
throw n from a horse anil killed today.
He was on his way to a Christmas
dinner to be attended by members of
two families when the accident occurred.
Young Cherrier was sixteen years
old anil a Chicago high school student.
-

$10(1 Itewartl, $100.
The readers ot this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
lias
one
dreaded disease that science
.
stílires.
oeen sute in c:u.. t... 0n. (ta
Catarrh
and that is Catarrh. Hall's cm
Cure is the only positive
known to the medical fraternity.disease,
being a constitutional
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken internal-M- r
nnon the blood snd
mucous surfaces of the system, there
by destroying the foundation oi me
and giving the patient
disease.
strength by building up the constitulis
tion and assisting nature In doing
work. The proprietors have so much
they
powers
that
In
its curative
faith
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It fails to cure. Send for
Address 1. J- list "f testimonials.
Tole.to O. Sold by
J.
eurvrv
all drugüisls. Tic. Take Hall's Fam- llv pip., for rorijgtir.ation.
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of advertising in this

paper will give
you a plcasantcr sur
prise than when She said Yes.

THE

Ports!
the management provided as an added
FOOTBALL
holiday kttiaciion a special handicap
novelty race, In which were tested the
ELEVEN EASILY BEATS
speed
and endurance of an athlete
.
WASHINGTON SQUAD runner, a thoroughbred race horse, a

CHICAGO

The Oak
Seattle. Wanh., Dec.
High school eleven demonstrat20.

Prk

ed the superiority

of Chicago

foot-

ball over that of the Paclfle coast today by defeating the Wenatohee,
Wash., elveen 22 to 0. Wenatchee
wag outclassed at every point by the
Chicago boys, but the game was made
Interfiling by the hrllljaney with
which the Oak Park team unfelelpd
play after play that had enver before
been seen on a Pacific coast gridiron.
on
Oak Park scored three times
touchdowns, kicking one goal and
Wenatchee
twice on place kicks.
never got nearer Chicago's goal than
twenty-iive
yard
line
and that
the

mule and an automobile.
The winner was returned In Marie
Hyde, a race horse, favorite In the
betting at 2 to 5, which, under the
handicap conditions, was required to
cover six furlongs, tight lengths back
came the mule, which started four
furlongs from the wire,
and one-hawhile the man who had 550 yards to
negotiate, finished third.
The automobile, which had to trnvel
one and
miles after a running start of a sixteenth of a mile,
was a distant trailer, probably due to
the slow track.
Ideal racing weather and six good
races, besides the noveltv
event.
brought out the largest attendance
ever seen at the local course.

ALBUQUERQUE

buck and has a most unusual horn
formation, three spikes on one ride
CALIFORNIA
itlitl twelve on the other.
The Mexicans
believe that the.
"madstone" Is obtained from the
stomach of milk white animals. They
are certain the phantom deer carried
III
it. but when Mr. Patterson removed
the viscera, looked in both apartments
of the double stomach, peculiar to all
deer, he failed to find the madstone.
Some held, however, the stone Is not
OF PETROLEUM
contained In the stomach, but la "found
in the connecting part of the stomach. He will make another examination of the viséela In an effort to ascertain If this is true.
Taxidermists say the milk while STATE SHOWS INCREASE
deer is very rare, and so far as is
OF OVER 20 PER CENT
known, this is the first one killed In
the southwest.
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The advance chapter of the Geological Survey's volume, "Mineral Resources of the United States," for 1009
on the production of petroleum, by
David T. Day, is now In press and
will be ready for distribution about
January 1, when It can be had on application to the director of the survey

ut Washington, D. C.
In 1!)07 the oil product of the United States, which had been Increasing
dnpldly In previous years, made a phenomenal gain over 30 per cent and
reached the great total of 16. O!)!".. S35
barrels. This gain was due to the
sudden development of tho Illinois
field and to groat Increases in the
fields farther west, in Oklahoma and
California. In BIOS and 109 this
production was sustained and has even
Increased, though by no great percentage. In lif"8 the quantity pro
duced rose to 1 ? S r 2 7 :t fi 5 barre ls, and
a
In 1HO0 also the record showed
slight gain the total being 1S2.134,- but there was a decline
274 barrels
008 to
In value from $120,079,1 4 In
average
$128,248,783 In 1909. The
1908
was
in
10.723
barrel
nrlce Per
and $0.704 In 190. This Is consistent with the Increase In stocks during
the year. i
Hank of the Slates.
Only three Ktntes contributed greatly to the Increase in quantity producCalifornia took first place by
ed.
I'tah nnd
gaining 21.85 per cent.
.

.

1

Wyoming produced only 22,1117 barrel's, but this was it gain oí 24.55 per
cent over their combined output In
1908. In all other states decreases
decline,
were noted, the greatest
47.15 per cent, being In
California, rs wus expected, took
first place in petroleum production,
changing places with Oklahoma. California's product In 1909 was about
6,fi00,000 barrels more; than any other state has ever produced In a year.
Should California show a further pro-

portionate Increase In 1910, her total
will be mora than double the highest
vield of Piinsylvanla.
West Virginia's increase brought
that state from sixth to fourth on the
list, exchanging places with Texas.
their
All the other states retained
rank of the vear 1908.
Fuel Oil tin the Railroads.
The use of fuel oil by the railroads
of the United Hlates Is on the Increase
the consumption in 1909 amounting to
1 9,939,894
barrels, as compared with
16, 889, 070 barrels In 1908 Hn in
crease of 3.0iiO,324 barrels, or IS per
cent) nnd with 18.855,691 barrels In
1907. The consumption of oil per
mile i:! road ( Derated was 3.611 bar
rels in 1909. as compared with 3.81
barrels in 1908 and with 3.98 barrels
in 1907, which shows that the meth
ods now employed are more economic
al than those In use when oil was Introduced es i. fuel by the railroads
of the country. The oil consumed on
the railroads is mostly crude, but Includes a considerable quantity of resl-duthe product left after the light
er oils have been extracted by refln
Ing.

Fuel Oil In the Niivy.
The introduction of fuel oil In the
United States navy has been rapb
and the results have been fully as
good us had been expected. During
the last year two battleships the
North Dakota and Delaware were
eouioned with auxiliary
nlants. and four more battleships now
being built will each carry 400 tons
of fuel it to burn as auxiliary to com.Fifteen destroyers will also be equipned for burning fuel oil. In Kngianu
fJermnnv. France. Italy and Austria,
similar experiments are being made.
W in Id's Product.
The following countries, besides the
States,
increased ineir pi o
United
duet Ion of oil In the year 1909. Rus
sia. Calida. Dutch Kasi Indies, Rou
mania. India, and I'cru. The total
output for the world Increased from
28f,. 000. 300 barrels in 190S to 217,
413.791 barrels In 1909. of which i the
United States produced over t;0 per
cent.

QUARTER BILLION
FOR BUILDING
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Jacksonville. Fla.. Dt. 2i. A con- idermist and mounted after the mft
test unique 1r. sportlne
events was
The animal is a
decided at Moncrief park today, when uppioved fashion.

ing organized at police headquarters
to cope with the "Christina burglars''
who have already begun to operate
tho sections where homes are sure to
be stacked up with holiday presents.
Every year gangs oí these expert
crook t have descended upon this city
1

and carried away more plunder than
would fill a score of the sleighs of
Santa Clutis. Hitherto tho sharpest
sleuths have been unable t'! catch
these perpetrators of what they consider the meanest thievery of tho
whole year. Now thut a doxen homes,
where holiday gifts mean months of
saving, have already been robbed of
presents stored for Christmas, every
effort will be made to round up mid
Jail the crooks who prey upon yule-Ud- o
generosity.
Costly Chauffeurs.

HEW

motor hacks that brave the
strikers, It Is easy to compute tho loan
to tho city, not only In wages hut In
general police protection. Though
tho temper of the striking taxi drivers has lately been more mild than
at the outset o( the motor muss, It
has taken to guard every casual Joyrider just the fraction of the police
force that would ordinarily bo required to watch over hundreds ot lives
motoring Is
Official
and homos.
proving cold, dull work for the guardian patrolmen, and they will be as
glad as the general public to have
this sorry situation finally settled.
sand

crease,

Cafiin Mcfiovorn
Worsted.
Milwaukee,
Wis.. Dec. 20. Jack
First American Convent of
White of Chicago all but knocked out
PHYSICIAN OF CLUB
bout
Gene McGovern In a
Society of Saint Teresa of
today. McGovern was substituted for
PREVENTS COMPLETION
Jesus,
Johnny Schultz of Toledo, who was
sick. The bout was an unln
OF SIX ROUND BOUT taken
terestlng one, it being a slugging
match In which Whita did the slug- IHpeeial forreHpoiirirnce to Morning Journal
Philadelphia,' Dec. 28. The new ging,
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 26. From
peace regulation empowering the club
Barcelona, Spain, where the mother
Notre Dnino Bents Missouri.
physician to stop a boxing bout when
la
located,
St. Louis. Dec. 26 The Notre Dame housi
Mother Maria
he deems It necesar;' was enforced
football team of Indiana defeated the Rublo, mother secretary to the genfor the first time today at the NationMissouri
here today, 12 to 0. eral mother, has come to San Antonio
al Athletic club.
for the purpose of establishing the
Phil. McGovern of Brooklyn was
first convent of the order of Saint
prevented from continuing in his FIGHTER DIES FROM BLOW
Teresa
of Jesus, In the United States.
of
this
match with Eddie O'Keefe
Maria Teresa is accompanied
city, after Mcdovern had been knockIN PRIZE RING Mother
RECEIVED
by five Bisters of the order and will
ed down In the fifth round. Jn the
Join-d
by five or six cithers. They
be
Judgment of the referee, both men
are now In possession of the former
were In shape to continue the full fix
e
Green Bav. Wis., Dec. 20.' Johnny Episcopal residence on Dwyer averounds but the physicion at the
Pnrmentier of Green Bay, 18 years nue and are having everything put
thought otherwise.
tonight in readiness for the opening of the
In the main bout Franklo Madnle old, died in the prize ringbout.
He convent, February 1.
of. Pittsburg and Eddie Murphy oí while fighting a
The work of the order Is educathe Adams
Boston, the former, although out- suffered a hard JoltHeon went
his tional, and in the convent about to
weighed, put up a good fight and got apple, it is said. sitting down,to bebe opened special attention will be
cornei,. and, aiier
a draw.
given to French, music, drawing and
came weak.
He died a short time later. Hemor painting, and every kind of fancy
work. The order has an Interesting
RACE RESULTS
rhage of the brain from
It was first organized about
it is said, caused death. A coroner's history.
thirty-seveyears ugo and took for-itcase.
Investigate
the
jury wl'!
At Jiuircj!.
pnlron
saint Teresa of Jems, a
Juarez, Méx., Dec. 20. With summSpanish nun. riince that time It has
Eight Tame Hounds.
er-like
weather and a fair card a
Memphis. Term., Dec. 20. James had a wonderful growth, and now
big crowd turned out to witness the Barry
of Chicago and Tony Ross of numbers more than 1,000 members. It
racing set Terrazas park today. MeadPa., fought rather tame has forty houses located in Spain,
Newcastle,
new
a
ow, under 123 pounds, made
and South America. The ora
to
draw before the National Mexico
rounds
furlongs
when
seven
for
track record
der was driven out of Portugal durAthletic club tonight.
she stepped the distance in 1.24
the recent revolution, and In the
Neither man seemed disposed to ing
She won very easily and was favorlate uprising in Spain also lost a
charge his opponent at short range house
ite In the betting. Four favorites and
which was kindled into flames
the blows which landed true
won.
few, especially In the by rioters.
comparatively
five
selling,
race,
First
part of the fight. Toward the
furlongs: Lees Friar won; Canapa, early
end they seemed to be striking their SOUTHWEST NEWS NOTES
second; Lady Stalwart, third. Time, stride
and after the sixth round the
1:00
lighting became faster, Barry landSecond race, selling,
rights and long left
choppy
ing
and up: 1 mile: Acumen won; Mis- swings.
Throwcd on to the) I Vnoc
end Barry had a
At
prision, Sxcond; Lista, third. Time, blackened eye the
Miss Add Burke, principal of th
and Ross showed sev1:40
city
schol. nappe ned to a very seribruises.
and eral
Third race, selling,
evening,
Saturday
Carl Morris, the Oklahoma heavy- ous accident
Wood won; weight,
up, 6 furlongs:
Gene
was at the ringside to chal- when her horse became frightened at
Heauman, second; Ellerd, third. Timo lenge the winner.
a switching freight train in the yards.
1:13.
The animal throvved Mrs. Burke on to
Fourth race, handicap, all ages, 7
the wire fence, cutting her badly, and
l)oo
Defeated.
Roller
Queen,
X)cean
won;
Meadow
furlongs:
Clayton
Boston, Dec. 26. George Hacken-schmld- t, otherwise bruising her.
second; The Pippin, third. Time,
the Russian wrestler, to- News.
1:24
5 night defeated Dr. B. F. Roller of
ISolihcry in Sania Itila.
Fifth race, selling,
Seattle by winning two straight falls;
2
furlongs: Butter Ball won; Com- the
The Santa Rita rooming house at
in 1 hour, 7 minutes, 20 secfirst
third.
Pat,
a
Pit
mendation, second;
onds; the second In 15 minutes, 23 sec- Santa Rita recently had a visitor
'
Time. 1:07
with a far arm and body some time during the night. The
and onds,
party entered Mr. Kelly's room and
Sixth race, selling,
roll.
up, 1 mile; Bob Lynch won; Noon,
took $160 from under his pillow. The
.J.
Time
second; Kamon Corona, third.
thief then went into Mr. Anderson's
Skating ltecord Smashed.
1.38
New York, Deo. 26. Edmund Lamy room and took $80 from him; then he
to enter Mr. Bessener's rooms,
tried
Y.,
N.
Lake,
broke
today at Saranac
d
skating but Mr. Bossener awoke and asked
the voiid's amateur
At Rnieryville.
In who It was, and the gent left very
Onkland, Cal., Dec. 20. In the record, negotiating the distance
This clips 2 5 rec- quickly.
seconds.
presence of eight thousand people 17
secol:
19
Spellbound won the Christmas handi- ords from the record
Oil Well Dynamited.
See in 1900.
cap at Emeryville today and in doing onds, made by Leroy
The Brent oil well at Shamrock,
so, shattered the track record of 2:05
near Alamogordo, was dynamited rePunch Kills Two Italians.
5
for a mile and a quarter by covNew York, Dec. 26. After drinking cently In the hope that oil would he
Perering the distance In 2:03
believed to have contained uncovered. The well was then on the
fect weather favored the sport and punch,
wood alcohol, two Italians died today 1800 foot level. A charge of 100
the track was very fast.
sixty-fiv- e
per cent dynamite,
First race, 6 furlongs: Emma O. In North Bergen, N. J. Four others pounds,
was exploded In the well. Water was
won; Jessup Burn, second; Biskra, are in critical condition.
height
a
to
of seventy-fiv- e
thrown
third. Time, 1:13.
feet, but no oil found. It is very
Second race, futurity course: Winlikely that nothing further will be
ning Widow won; Pawhusket, second;
done with that test well. Mr. Brent,
Pav Sterak, third, Time, 1:09
however, thinks favorably of some of
Third race, 6 furlongs: Kslelgh
the resources which have not been
P. 1. won; Enfield, second; Seacliff,
developed, and will remuln there.
third. Time 1:12
Fourth race, mile and a quarter,
Tlileve Trailed by Tobacco.
Christmas handicap: Spellbound won;
After a thorough Investigation it
third.
Arasee,
second;
Chester Krum,
has been found that the. loss sustainTime, 2;03
ed in the robbery at Tinnle, Lincoln
Dahlgren won:
county, Is greater than at first reFifth race, mile:
Royal River, second; Elgin, third.
ported. The postoffice itself was
Time. 1:40
robbed of $60 in cash, Ramond's
Sixth race, 6 2 furlongs: Trosper
store of $40 In cash nud about $S5 in
second;
Musgrave,
won;
Madeline
goods. The robbers were trailed up
Darelngton, third. Time, 1:20.
the Ruidoso by reason of the loss of
thirty-fiv- e
sacks of tobacco which
Milk White Animal Hunted for were found along the road between
At IVnuneola.
nnd the point on the Ruidoso
Pensacola, Fla., Dec. 26. First
Years in Texas Falls Before Tinnle
where the trail was lost. The
race, fi furlongs: Horace E. won; TalInspector
at Denver was notiTime
third.
low Dip, second; Tanbark,
Gun of Cow Foreman,
fied and will Investigate shortly.
1:23.
Black
Second race, 6 furlongs:
Model Convict Camp.
Domino won; Dick Rose, second; Dry Special CorreHpondenee to Morning- Journal
The Silver City Knterprlse says:
Dollar, third. Time, 1:23.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 26. The J. L. Mcrrlwether, territorial good
Third race. 6 2 furlongs: Lord
white, roads engineer, spent last week In
deer, milk
Wells won; Don Hamilton, second; famous phantom
being done on the
.and said by the Mexicans to bear a specting the work,
Pleasing, third. Time. 1:25.
Mogollón road by the territorial con
life, carrying the
Fourth race, 6 2 furlongs: Sandl-ve- r charmedafter
eight years persistent victs. He found good progress being
won: Cry Baby, second; Lew Hill, hunting,
has been killed. The white made and says when completed the
third. Time, 1:2S
l,.u- ,n
tile Tai't road will be one of the finest in the
l.rAiurM
Fifth race, 6 furlongs: Omlcorn
Patricio county, east of territory. Work Is now being car
won; Johnny Wise, second; Grecian .ranch in Kan uy
ried on on Seaton Hill near Alma.
o. je. i tiut-- i
han Antonio
Bend, third. Time, 1:23.
convicts em
are thlrty-fiv- a
foreman on the ram h, w hich There
Sixth race, mile: Vanen won; Beth- Bistunt
ployed at present and no trouble has
CinTufe,
of
by
P.
Charle
owned
is
Time,
lehem, second; Ameron, third.
been experienced with them since the
cinnati. Ohio, brother of the presi- work
1:49.
began. They aro allowed a large
Hunters from the north have measure
Soevnth race, 6 furlongs: Cherokee dent.
of liberty, partly through ne.
alter year,
Fundamental, camped out ft r weeks,foryear
won; Pinte, second;
cessity
of circumstances, and only one
lucky shot,
a
awaiting
chance
the
attempt to escape. This is
third. Time. 1:21
but though many glimpses have been has made anfor largely from the
fact
u spot of pink accounted
( btained never
hu:
villi'.
all the men are what is termed
At JcckNOn
stained the white of the fleet footed that
In
26.
First
aro
they
men,"
is.
Dec.
that
Fla.,
time
short
Jacksonville.
phantom.
Agnar won:
race. 6 furlongs:
on prison for short terms of from one to
rider
ago
years
a
ience
Eight
second; Definite, third. Time, the ranch saw what he supposed was two to three years, and as their terms
shortened by good behavior, all of
1:15.
a white goat and attempted to rope it. are
without exception, work for
Second race. 5 furlongs: Mtdine,ttn
came U'j closer lie found that them,
he
hen
won; Tippy, second; Zoo I, third. Time the animal was a milk white deer and the good behavior, allowance and thus
shorten their terms many months.
1:01
too fleet fur pursuit by an ordinary Even If they escape, their liberty Is
Third race, mile and a sixteenth: cow pony. The chapparal and thick very
likely to be short lived, as they
Boh K. won; Sand Hill, second; Font, mesquite growth aided hte deer in
are almost certain of capture, and
third. Time, 1:47
of hunters and they
evasion
successful
lis
loose all their good behavior al
Fourth race, selling. 6 furlongs: tiappers. Monday, when it was killwhich In some
instances
Moncrief won; Patrie 8.. second; Red ed, lunnlng at a tange of more than lowance, to
months, and even years.
amounts
Wine, third. Time. 1:14
appearit
,or
first
time
the
yards.
200
every
week
discharged
almost
re
Men
mule,
Fifth race. Novelty race, man.
to be careless. One allot did the having served out their terms, and
Mary Hyde ed
horse and automobile:
w ork.
In
shipped
from
Santa
ones
are
new
(Six Furlongs),
won: Simon Slick
Albeit Fiiedrlch. whose Buckhorn
Fe. It has thus far taken over 100
furlongs, second; W. saloon
'mule), 4
is known nil over the country men from Santa Fe to completa the
550
runner).
collection
Williams. (marathon
unparalleled
of
its
because
work already done.
yards, third. Time, 1:16
of steer horns, deer heads, antlers
Fortv horse-powSteams (N.
tiophies of the hunt, has
other
Every family has need of a good.
and
every see.son for
l g miles. aim ran.
pursued the cr
reliable liniment. For sprains, bruises,
hit
furlongs; la aFlie the
he
Sixth rnw,
'"""
paJt Iiv'
mrenes of the muscles and rheumatic
won: A?pirin.
second; Star Hoari". seen it several time, it was always onlns
there is none better than Cham
rapidly berlain's
,
third. Time, 1:22
av and tunning
Sold by all dealers.
so far
Ki'venth race, mile and a sixteenth: it ia useless to sh. ot at it. Mr.
second; Patterson, as s.n.n i'S bo killed the
F.lizabethian won:
Ardi.
Stoneman. third. Time, 1:50
Friedrb h an
jleir telephoned --Mr.
flopped t Try
thv 'carcass we willre.ere.l
the Journal Want Columns!
'.
XovHtr ltac at
be t to a taxcan Antonio. It
w.-'r-

27, 1910.

Interesting Statistics on the At the cost of $5,000 a day to tho
iaxlcabs have been moved
NEW
Growth of Industry During about town under police escort for
weeks of the chauffeurs'
two
the last
to police estimates.
Past Few Years; Average strike, according
With a hurley bluecoat stationed
InPrice per Barrel Shows
on the box of every one ot the thou-

one-eigh- th

only once.
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Cliilil Corruption.
Thut candy shops, which lure the
street child to worse things, outnumber the saloons in tho more congested
districts of lower New York city, has
been shown by statistics that have,
been collected by vurious philanthropic societies here. While their parents are being enticed to the liquor
shops, the children of the slums are
constantly subjected to the attractions of soda, ice cream and lollypop
parlors that make for their depraving,
according to these Investigators. Moving pictures as well as unclean candy
am working sure moral destruction
to tho youth of tho tenement districts,
It Is claimed.
When tho dangers of
traffic to the street urchins are counted in on this scientific analysis of
conditions. New Yorkers begin to
wonder how it Is so many children
survive the streets of rearing In the
poorer quarters.

I have not found one
considered the economical 'ido
of canning corn and tomatoes. Many
women who posesed country homes
and declared they were taking my
course because ot the housekeeping
done during the summer rather than
that done In their city apartment had
never canned either fruit or egt-abh'- S
for the use of their families
DECEMBER30,1910
during the winter.
When 1 told them of women making their own living by supplying resTell Your Friends
taurants with home canned nud preserved vegetables and Vrluts they
Who will be grateful to you
of the purpose ot buying, not with any
for letting them kmnv thut
thought of learning how to do thu
thi:.ti;k
this
same things lor their own table. This
Will Offer a
was very different from the PhiladelNOTAItlj:
CTIOX
phia way of looking at the subject.
Of Kiigeni' Walter's Play of
There the women would ask fo rrec-lpe- s
Real l
and want to learn all about the
üillerent methods.
I do not believe sueh a course of THE CHEAT AMERICAN PLAY
Iveti
lectures could be succi'sMully
without taking the classes to the markets and the grocery and fruit shops.
At least one lecture should b chiefly devoted to up to date cooking methods and utensils. Women are surprisingly ignorant about the newest
V
i
wri
and oilen the best utensils.
Though 1 can't tay thut a lecturer
or marketing must necessarily be a
good cook, I am convinced that a
knowledge of the art of preparing
dishes tor the table will come in
handy.
When you explain to a class
the difference between the tenderloin
and the chuck steak It Is of hula use
unlesi: you can tell them how each
should be prepared to get the best results. New York Sun.
Knthuslastli ally applauded by
TWO M1UJO.W FIVl'l IllfN- Criminal.
nurcn thocsantd pkrí-onThe Roy Spanish American Bays:
B"ti
Marvin Miilone, the
tho most popular play of
ut
of J. R. Malone, a homesteader
American Stuxe.
the
by
Deputy
Friday
Hoy, was arrested
ltecord Kim of Two Years In
Sheriff K. . Itleriihnum, charged with
New York,
entering and stealintt from the Floers-helhere with
Mercantile company's store
To be presentid
Specially Selected Cast. Comsome two months ugo, bis brother,
production.
Willie Malone, aged 14, Is ulso Impliscenic
plete
cated Jn the robbery, but Is absent
Host Performance' of Thin Celeat Dawson at present. The trial of
ivcn.
brated I'lay lhi-- r
the little fellow was hebl before;
m: ts
.matson s.
He
Squire llarcia Friday evening.
2H.
Opr."Deo.
Sale
was found over to the grand Jury under 1,000 bonds, In default of which
Hlem-bauho was taken In charge of Mr.
who will take the boy to his
own home In Mora, and send him to
school this winter and cara for him
till the grand Jury meets in April, Mrs. IVInslow's Soothing Syrup
YF.4HS !r
when his future will be determined. II bom UK.Nl fur oteir
CI111.11UKÜ WHIt.l
A collection was taken up here to buy MILLIONS of MOTIIKRS tat
II
I'KltKKlT HI'CVHHH. It SOOTH KS
TKKTHtNU.
tho boy some clothes for the trip.
ll I'AIN
OHMS. AII.IVK
HHI'TP'.NS

to in New Yotk
Vho
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Tho H'Vt Was l.iuiighlcr.
"Oh,
cried Mrs. Mason, seining a spoon and bending over a dish
supper
on
table. "Here's a fly In
the
Ileal Riding.
While Hogan Mei'urdy of the my preserve."
"I'll bet ho never got In a wors.i
mounted police la bandaging the legs
Mr. Mason,
of his good horse F.lton, along with Jam In hiu life," lianai-deehis own hurts, the true tale Is being with the chuckle of a husband who
in a momentary eminence over
told of the most stirring of all the
runaway captures In the annals of his wife. Youth's, i Companion.
the force. With a bolting delivery
Awake- - to Opiwirtiinll.Y.
horse threatening death to the school
When you spoke to papa did
children that flocked across his path, youMarie'
and Klton took up the chase bunk?tell him you hud $500 In tho
a half a mile astern. When the charTom I did.
ger slipped and fell on his rider over
Marie And what did he say?
the wet asphalt, tho eager onlookers
He borrowed 11. Bostón
Tom
shut their eyes; for it sounded like Transcript.
wagrunaway
broken bones, and the
on was sweeping upon the. school
crowd still half a mile ahead. But Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
Rlton recovered his feet and backed
to the side of his Injured rider Just
in time to take up a frantic chase
that succeeded in the nick of time.
Hogan and Klton are today unfit for
service; but when they come back,
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grateful parents are preparing a reward for this bit of duty which both
rider and horse are taking as all In
a day's work.

The Bachelor and His Buttons,
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Christmas and New Year
Holiday Rates
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Do not give the schoolboys lessons
embroidery and fancy sewing. Not

because

I

might occasionally make

one oi' them a "mollycoddle, but be
cause it would be u wusto of time
That does not apply to a little drill In
the rudiments ol plain sewing. There
are many coses where It Is not true
"a little knowledge is a dangerous
thing." A slight acquaintance with
the mysteries of needle, thread and
thimble cannot harm man or boy, and
may on many occasions be of great
service.
Consider the sad state of I
lone bachelor, motherless and sister
less, who tlnds i coat button hanging
by a thread, or a conspicuous rip, or
when the laundrymnn has sent back
some of his garments clean, but but- tonless. ' Then it Is that he feels the
need of the kind domestic hand that
used to attend to those things and
wishes that he knew how to sew.
it has been argued with some
plausibility that if men knew moro
than they do of tho domestic, arts
could manage a gas stove, make a
decent cup of coif co, trust bread,
poach an egg and sew on buttons
they would become such
be
creatures that they would
averse to marriage. Now, whatever
discourages marriage Is against pul ll
policy. Therefore boys should not be
taught to sew.
Had reasoning. When n man has
succeeded with some prickling of his
ringers in cobbling up a rent In his
raiment he will be all the more In
clined to get a wife to do it for him
Indeed, the more ho knows from per
sonal experience of that ami other
kinds of woman's work the more pa
llent will he be with those who have
to do that kind ol' work.
He will
have a more likely appreciation of Its
difficulties. He will not say: "I
could do thut in half the time it takes
you."
Women are not so dependent on
men as they uned to be. They are

Wow
Fare and
d
tor the round trip to ail points within the state and to El Paso, Texas. Tickets on sale Dec.
23,24,25,26, 30 and 31 st and January 1st and 2d.
Final return limit, January 3rd. For further information
call on or address.
one-thir-

J.P.JOHNSON.Aacnt.
A NTH It ACITK

Cerrillos Lump
ÍIIIAj WOOD

riione

01

W.H.HahnCo.

American Mlnok,
"The Onlf Good
Gallup Lump"
KINDLINGS

"Not a Cheap Conl nt a, Clirnp Trice,"
"But the Best Coal nt a l air IMie."

BIUCK

MM

COKE

13

GROSS, KELLY 8c CO.
(

Incorporated

)

Wholesale Merchants, and Dealers in Hides, Wool and Pelts

Navajo Blankets, Pinou Nut si Beans, Chili, Potatoes and
diverting domestic for industrial pur
suits. They aro doing work which
Other Native Products
men alone used to do. Therefore,
men should not be so dependent on
Houses at East Las Vegns, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.; Tucumcarl
Half of it Goes Into New Homes; women as of old. They should know
something of woman's work, so as to
N. M.s Pecos, N. M. Logan, N. M., and Trinidad, Colo.
Look
Detectives Organized to
be able to gi t along without them In
unOSOfMMJUillKSiJKfMiaWiVIIMllltllWJii'K
a pinch. So let tho schoolboys be
After Army of Christmas taught how to
Hut do not give
too much time to it. Parents should
Crooks.
be urged to supplement School In
struí lion by making their boys sew
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
on fit home the buttons they have
out In
(Sprrlal rorrmpondraM to Moraine Jonraall torn off In violent gvmn:istli
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
New York, Dec. 12. New buildings the street. Chicago Tribune.
costing a quarter of a billion dollars
have been constructed here during Philadelphia Women Are Good INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
the past year, according toupesti-by
mates that have been drawn
Housekeepers.
the city authorities. For every single
resident added to the metropolis since
In rhiladolpha every member of
last New VeHr, a thousand dollars Is
shown to hnve been spent in Increas- my classes lived In a private house;
jXlbuquerque, "V JV
Established 1800
no apartment .dwellers.
ing the structure in which New York- there were
2tlO,Moa. (M
eager to learn the difCAPITAL AM prilPI.l'S,
ers ere housed. Practically half of Resides being
in quality of t lie various food
Offlcfir ami Miwtom:
the $240.000,000 that was used to ference they
wanted to learn which SOLOMON LITNA,
R. M. M5CRRTTT
W. H. PTHICKI.EU
thus thicken dothams sky lln0 has stuffs, be bought
In bulk to the great.
r
gone into new homes, while the rest could
Ann. Cnhlr
and
PrtHideot
advantage.
Here in New York
has been spent on orflee skyscrapers est
A. hühbs:
C. BALDRina
St. LOI'OIIKKTY
ntAMC
II.
little;
to
Is
a
woman
for
c
rtason
char- there
and structures of a
WM. McINTO-SA. II. PUCKWKLL
H.
KELLY
W.
be
In
herself
Interest
what
should
of
dollars
millions
acter. Twenty
In larg" quantities and what
have served to turn old resldental houirht not.
( a single
I ill n't know
buildings into quartern for business, should
apartment
house where e barred of
that Is rapidly encroaching upon the
Seldom have Un- flour could be t without luconven-enc- e
old home sites.
people of this town seen so steady and closet-roo- to the Inmate s. The lae k of
has a lot to do with the
strong a growth In construction, and
a future increase st this pare must high prbe of living In New Yolk.
I
In Philadelphia women
found
that
ky
lint
soon mean that the whole
were iriintume-i- l to put up vegetables
will be blocked off by buildings.
N.
Albuquerque Lumber Co.,
and fruí! for winter use as well as
to make preserves and Jellies. Among
"Iirlslm4.it Crook.
Fprclul squads of detectives are be- - all the women that 1 have lectured
.

Montezuma Trust Company
'

anC ojf
Vlce-Pres-
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ommercc

Ciu-hle-

iemi-publl-

ke-p-

Oak and Maple Polished Flooring
Builders' Supplies
423

1st

St

ALBUQUERQUE

THE

Mr. Culberson's Brief for
Texas in Line Dispute
Full Details of Lone

Star State's

Side of Boundary Controversy as Presented By Senator and Approved By President Taft,

MORNING

develop bis own holdings In the
ley.
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GALLUP ASPIRES Tim
iu i

val-

It Is expected that home grown apples will begin to appear in the local
market next year.
Th activity In the sale of city lots
shows that eastern money Is becoming very much Interested In this place.
of sales have been
ian, covering the greater portion of A large number
counties made east of the lake the past few
the western boundaries of the
of Yoakum and Cochran In the state days.
of Texas: and a portion of the east
ern boundary of the county of Cha
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"Homes in the Sunny Santa Fe
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When clothes can't be hunr
outside, and must be dried in a
room or cellar, the New Perfection
Oil Heater quickly does the work
cf sun and air. Vou can hang up
the wet clothes, light your Perfection Oil Heater, open the damper
top, and the heat rises and quickly
dries the clothes.
Do not put of? washing to
await a sunny day in order to avoid
mildew. Dry your washing any
day witn not air irom a

cember Number of Magazine
Just Issued,

á

'

Dry Your Clothes on a Wei Washday
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Fifty doiiars in cash was ruined In
CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF
work was executed except a part of
county
account of the fact that the expense
which wns not a few hours to give the children of the
the west boundary,
FEDERAL BUILDING has recentv had the heavy
run, vis: from 38 north latitude to 33 town a treat at the church Christmas
of organisation with taxes insufficient
which eve. ICrery child whs remembered.
46 north latitude (lb. p. 1).
to meet the demands. The company
Talk of oil Indications within two
substantially agrees with Clark's reof land north of
Is recurrent. Steps
port
of October 24, U6. that: After miles of the
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It some fixtures and It is likely these im- ling of the mull. It will be an all
and marking the arc that remains est comment wherever it goes.
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(about 50 degrees! or mis menuian has the nutty flavor so rare and so provements on the Interior of the nlsht office, somethingenjoyed.
Vith
much prtiised. The latent market to building will approximate 83.000 cash, City has never before
on my return." referred, of course, to open
to this product of the Fort Sumthe new fixtures and the new buildto be furnished by the lessor.
the hiatus between the SSrd and 34th ner valley
Is that of Kanttus City.
parallel hn h had not been actually
The Corbln block has recently been ing. Silver City will have one of the
renovated and Improved Inside and finest postoffices In the country.
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"The Earth," the Santa Fe publication devoted to the agricultural
and Industrial development of the
southwcut, has risen to the occasion
at last, got In line with progress end
Issued a "Woman's Edition." "Homes
in the Sunnv Santa Fe Southwest" is
the legend on the cover, above a bunch
of views' of beautiful soutnwesiern
homes, and this sentence is the keynote of the December number of the
magazine Just out. It is a beauty and
ven
handsomely illustrated
more
than usual. That women are empire
thembuilders to a considerable extent
selves in apite of the pretensions of
the sterner sex, is shown by the splendid articles with which this issue is
filled, all written by leading ana
prominent women In the southwest.
Sharlot M. Hall, the brilliant territorial historian of Arizona, has the
au
leading contribution on "The
Illver Valley of Arizona," with a
article on "Health of
Children in the Salt River Valley," bv
Etta Gifford Young. Other contributors are Mrs. Edgar Demrick of Mesa,
Ariz.; Lucy H. Yetter; Mrs. George
Simon, on the san Joaquin vaney oi
California; Mary B. Peck on the "Gulf
Coast Country of Texas"; Clara Buck- ner Dobbin, on the "J?at Lanas oi
East Texas": Mrs. Ora Burleson, on
th

iiValliiirn

if Went Teviis":

Mrs.

Smokeless
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well-mad- e,

Continental Oü Company
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with less

nerve-wearin-

conditions,
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fruit proving. Ihe care of a small
orchards, the harvesting, packing and
marketing of the fruit does not take
ull the time and energy of one, for
every day of every month of the year.
Somo months are left for leisurely en
joyment and siud for bettering conditions for the years to come. Fruit
growing should be, and is, a practical
way for wemen to make money.
For instance, there is a home market in everv southwestern town for
strawberries. A small patch will yield
a woman a modest living, ir she win
investigate soil and varieties, and
grow, pick and market her berries
with the same care and Intelligence
must f,'.ve to any interest to
thit she succeed.
make it
An acre of strawberries, well grown
and cared for, yields here from 3,000
to 15,000 squnrts, according to variety,
which should net IB cents per quart.
This iron is harvested and over In
about a month, and the season can be
prolonged by raising raspberries or
other small fruits on other pieces of
ground.
However, a more permanent bUsl
ness, and one that In the end demands
less labor, is the growing of tree fruits
pears, cherries,
apples, peaches,
plums and prunes. For women, the
small orchard of five acres has many
advantages over larger ventures, depending upon the kinds of trees selected for planting an orchard. The
number of trees on five acres win run
from 600 to 1.000 or possibly 1,500.
The planting and cultivation of a
young orchard of five acres is a sim
al
Pie matter and not expensive,
though the work should be very care
fully done.

The heavier labor of cultivation and
Irrigation would call for the occasional
services of a man and a team, while
the supervision and pruning of the
young trees can well De aone Dy ine
owner herself.
As the trees come Into bearing, out
aide labor, preferably that of women
and vouns- alrls. can be called In for
all necessary harvest work. As for the
business management of the harvest
and the marketing of the crop, the
bricht woman who has prown the
orchard, is Just as capable as any
neighboring orchard owner.
And what can be expected from so
little as five years? Very little, cer
tainly, for the first two, three or four
years; and yet certain
cherries
peaches, plums and dwarf pear trees
crops,
ruiiy
yield
now
begin
to
small
as much fruit as they ahnuid near
And from this time on one safely may
expect Increasing annual crops, and
that standard trees, pear and apple,
be In full bearing in from five to eight
-

years.
And

what does "full bearing"
mean? There are many instances.
In
this Pecos valley, of full
here
srown pear trees yielding a crop of
from 200 to 500 pounds of fruit to
the tree: of apple trees giving about
double that quantity.
There are peach trees this year that
gave a crop of D00 pounds apiece:
there was one instance of an apple
orchard that averaged 500 pounds to
the tree of marketable fruit that
netted the owner over 2 cents per
pound in the orchard, and this in a
year of very low prices for apples In
the country at large.
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and the dry ground eliminate the un- ple.if.nnt elements ot
work, and open to women many avenues of profitable livelihood not available to them In the wet, muddy, con
dltioiiK of the states where tho rain
fallH so many days of tha year.
Women can earn homes and support
them here, with less effort, with less
drain of the vital forces, than in the
cltv. the office or the schoolroom.
My association of many years with
business women of cities, and the
knowledge gained of the grind of their
;onf!ned lives in office and schoolroom, has left an impression on my
mind not easily gotten rid of during
my practical orchard experiences of
the past five years.
Tho Important question Is: Why do
not more women raise fruit for a living here where conditions are favor
able?
Application of the same business
principles, which means success in
other lines, means greater success,

...

does not need
An indicator shows the amount of oil In the font. Filler-ca- p
to be screwed down, but is put in like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the
built
tont by a chain. Finished in Japan or nickel, strong and durable,
lor service and yet light and ornamental. It has a cool handle and a damper top.
Dealers Everywhere. If not at yours, write for descriptive circular
the
agency

Calahan, on "The Panhandle and"
and fri.iii
South Plains"; "Women
Growing," by Mrs. Parker Earle of
Koswell; and innumeraDie omers, in
cluding a few impertinent men contributors who found their way into this

WHAT NF.W MEXICO OFFEHS
TO WIDEAWAKE WOMEN
Mrs. Earle's article on fruit growing In the Piecos valley is' especially
interesting, as showing the fields of
activity open to wideawake women In
the southwest. It is as follows:
climate of the high
In this semi-ari- d
work is both
southwest,
for women, to
practical
and
healthful
a decree not understood by those of
the middle states'. The sunshiny days

....

Ir ufves lust as much heat as you desire. It is safe, odorless
end smokeless.
wnicn
name spreauer,
It has an automatlc-iocKin- g
jrevents the wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and
s easy to remove and drop back, so the wick can be quickly
cleaned. Burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, (because of a new device in construction, and can always be easily
unscrewed for rewicking.

W.

issue.

Absohiely smokeless and odorless

EXHIBITION in his dea suit in Justice Baird's
yesterday for the collection of a fee for having "cured" him
of the llouor habit, T. J. Quealy sought
breath as
to introduce his whisky-lade- n
evidence that he is yet a "toper.
The niiiRlstrato refused to give the
exhibit close inspection. He remarked
that if lie were to permit such evidence
to sway his judgement, a defendant in
such cases could always win his ease
by taking a glass of liquor even though
it almost strangled him.
Another amusing feature of the
hearing was the effort to qualify a bartender as an expert on "hooze-cures- "
In order to prove by him that the defendant was not on the temperance
sido of ihe question.
Quealy declaros he had so much
difliculty years past in convincing his
wife thnt he was on the "water-wagon- "
thut he thought it would be an easy
matter to establish the fact in court
that he was a worshiper at the shrine
AN

ASfense
court

In

of Bacchus.

The suit was the outcome of Mrs.
Qucaly's effort to reform her husband.
He became so accustomed to drinking,
according to his own evidence, that It
was a rare occusion when he was entirely sober.
He had often promised her that he
would take the pledge, (ine day when
he was in the mood of reforming, she
suggested to him that he should take
a cure. They discussed the idea at
length and he finally promised to do
so. According to a prearranged plan,
a physician from a local institnte
called at tho house. He explained the
ciire and closed a contract.
Quealy wns ashamed to go in the
Now, these may be regarded as unusually large figures and I believe
they arc for these are the best facts
thut have come within the range of
my own knowledge.
For theae facts
mean a money yield of about $1,000
per acre for the current year's crop.
The woman orchard planter will not
need as much money as this to give
her an income far larger than what
she is earning in the best salaried
positions within her command in our
I have, often thought of a
cities.
group of women combining
their
means and energies in an orchard. It
is an entirely feasible plan for several
women to combine, each having five
acres in fruit. The treeb could be
handled as one orchard, the fruit
gathered, packed and shipped to mar.
ket in carload lots, at freight rates.
For example: A group of eight busipurchase forty
ness women could
acres of adjoining land, each woman
holding the title to her individual five
acres. They could send two of their
number, best fitted for the work, here
to have the land prepared and planted
to fruit trees, cultivating and caring
for the trees, the other six to continue attending to their business until
such t:ne as the young orchard would
begin to take car? of them all.
The trees of this orchard should
come into bearing in from three to
according to
five or eight years,
varieties selected, and from this on
should yield a good living for the respective owners.
If thought best, the orchard could
be made partially, if not wholly,
by growing small fruits,

strawberries, raspberries, rhubarb or
similar crops, in the vacant spaces
between
the trees. However, this
might complicate the work to some
extent.

Strips of alfalfa, a few feet wide,
on w hich t hickens and turkeys thrive,
could be plnnted and made to pay
good cash returns. A feature of an
investment of this character not to be
lightly regarded is the increased value
of land accruing from its cultivation
and planting to fruit trees.
tine orchard here, of ten acres,
bought and planted at a cost of $200
per acre less than fiv. years ago, wa.s
sold by the owner, lately, for $600
per acre, and was part'd with reluctantly only on account of pressure of
other work. This is only one of many
Instances of increase in the money
value of land, made profitable by intelligent handling.
Now, do these facts seem practical
to the business women of the older
statet, who are looking etvcerlv for new
ways of helping themselves, and those
dependent on them, to something better than they have nt present?
This free,
wholesome
busy life doe's it seem attractive?

to criu: a coin ix

ok day

BYCOUR

front door of the institute, but it was
easily arranged so that he could approach from the rear without being
seen by any of his friends. He was
treated for three days and was then
released as cured. He paid $25 on
account, but it is alleged failed to put
up $100 more us agreed. The institute assigned the bill to Charles H.
Carleton, who brought suit.
Though Quealy sisned a statement
when he left the place that he was entirely cured and that his appetite for
strong drink had disappeared, his defense was that his craving was us
strong us ever. So with the supported
odor of whiskey on his breath he InHe called a
vaded the court1 room-bartender who testified that he had
served the defendant three drinks in
as many months.
"It was yt:ly this morning that ho
bought a drink," was the positivo
statement of the witness.
"That may be very true" remarked
His Honor, "but at tho same timo it
Is not a defense.
There is more than
one man who would lie. willing to take
a drink of whiskey if it would win a
?1"0 suit for him."
was closely
The
questioned as to his knowledge of tho
defendant's craving for strong drink.
He, admitted that he served several
hundred persons each day, hut declared that ho could remember
Quealy's face though not personally
acquainted with the man.
Tho Justice gave a decision for $100
in favor of tho assignee of the instiAngele Liaiiy Times, Dec.
tute.
.

drink-dispens-
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HETTY GREEN'S SON
WILL MAKE NOISE LIKE
LIEUTENANT COLONEL

.

Special Correspondence

to Moruiiiff Joarnnl

San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 24. E.
H. It. Green, the son of and now
the business manager of Hetty Green,
one of the world's richest women, has
accepted an office on the staff of
Colquitt.
He will be a
lieutenant colonel, and Just becauaa
Fort Sum Houston la here, and San
Antonio tallera are expert in military uniforms, he came here to havo
his measure taken for a uniform, or,
to be more accurate, for several fatigue und dress uniforms.
"Ot course," said Mr. Green. "I
have not made any fuss about accepting the office, but I shall be at
the inaugural hall on January 17;
isn t that the date? Notwithstanding
all opinions regarding my right to
ride on railway passes and still be a
colonel In the
national guard of
Texas,, nothing will prevent me from
taking the Job on tha governor's personal staff. It Is all right, for while
I am in uniform, 1 am not riding on
passes, and as there is no compensation to the office, 1 am told there can
be no objection to my having a railroad pass. So there you are." MidMr. Green owns the Texas
land railroad. He will stay in Texas
until after Mr. Colquitt s inauguration.
Texas
"You may say for me that
looks mighty good, nnd that tlte
are
better
financial conditions here
On the whole.
than in the east.
has
Texas is worth everything that man
been said about the state. Any
causing
say
Is
the
whHt
could
who
temporary depression in the finanwas
cial circles of the east, and it
published in the morning, would be
receiving by noon all sorts of Inducements to come to New York at
a fcüiary greater than the president of
tho rnited. States is receiving. Rut
bring
I think the New Year will
conditions that are worth the while,
so to speak."
The quicker a cold Is gotten rid of
tha less the danger from pneumonia
nnd other serious diseases. Mr. B. W.
Va., says: "I
L. Hail, of Waverly,
firmlv beliece Chamberlain's Cough
liemedy to be absolutely the best
preparation on the market for colds.
I have recommended It to my friends
and they all anree with me." For sale
by all dealers.
We say. with a clear conscience,
we have tho best 2&c nnd 40c Coffee rn town. Have a lit'l confidence
and t.y it. C. A A. Coffee Co.
We say, with a clear conscience,
Sic nnj 40c Cofwe have the
fee In town. Have a llitle confidence

Take UAXATIVF. PIMMO Quinine
Druggists refund money If and
Tablets.
It fails to cure.
K.
V. niiOVE'S
Try
signature U on each box. Sic.

r--

try

It.

C.

&.

A. Coffee Co.
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ferent, from what the author imagines
them to be.
Tour contributor Is disposed to
make much of the efforts of the "old
workers;" of their not being left to
pursue their tvork "as of old;" and to
lament their passing, when fortunately
for the good of the only two Industries
which are realy such among the
Navajoes
they have already passed
for lo, these many years. The facts
are. that all the really gooj blanket
work now being done unC there Is
more of It being done now than ever
before in the history of the tribe
lg done, almost without exception by
the young women of about thirty-yearof age and under, many of them
and they the best weavers being
mere girls yet In their teens.
The
same ig true in the case of silversmiths, and there are no old people,
either men or women, carrying on the
work toduy none at least who will
or can do it well. They do not "know
wnat to maKe and now to mane it,
as do the younger workers.
The principal reason for this, no
doubt, is, that eye trouble and failure
of sight comes much earlier in life
among Indians than among whites,
and good eyesight Is certainly a requisite to skillful work such as blanket
weaving and silversmlthing. With us,
when our natural eyesight begins to
fall,, we go to the optician or oculist,
get glasses fitted to our sight condition, and proceed with our work about
as effectively as before. It is differA few of the
ent with the Navajoes.
men may be induced to buy a pair of
cheap store spectacles, never being
willing to pay more than $1 as a top
but I Ti.ave never
price, however,
known a Navajo woman to try to asby even this
sight
failing
sist her
much. They accept it as a matter of
course, resigning themselves to their
condition and simply discontinue the
work they cannot see to do.
Another very effective reason 14 the
greater skill and impelling ambition
of the younger women and men. They
are susceptible to the encouragement
of praise for work well done., and to
criticism for. that ill done, and in them
rests all hope the future may hold
for their industries. Not to admit this
for progresa
Is to deny capacity
among Indians; and we, who see the
up the
gather
younger generations
work where their ancestors have dropped it and go on Improving and perfecting it, aspiring ever to Ideals yet
unattained, know that they do possess
their capacity. All the poor blankets
we get may not be the work of the
older women, but certainly all the old
women's work we get goes into the
poorer class of blankets.
T,iCf a little Unnwleiltro and analvsis
of conditions, will dispel a good many
Illusions concerning tne worit apunen
of "as of old." Just how old is this
--

CONSTITUTION
EARNEST
BERNALILLO COUNTY

TO BEGIN IN.
IN

Governor William J, Mills to Attend the Monster Statehood
Meeting
Elks' Theater
Thursday Night,

at

The opening gun of the campaign
ratification of the constitution for New Mexico, will be fired in
Bernalillo county Thursday nlglit, December 29, tt n monster statehood
meetin? o ho held in the ftlkg' theater, beginning at 8:15. The meeting
affair. Poll-tic- s
will be a
will not enter into the discussion
of the constitution. It will be discus
sed in a broad and statesmanlike manner, with political doctrines and
in the background.
"Irma" placed
There will be democratic and republi
can speaker, well known for' their
oratorical powers, who will talk about
the constitution and explain it, to
gether with the benefits which New
Jlcxloo will Rain If the act Is ratified.
Governor Willnm J. Mills, in re
fuionse to requests from both democrats and republicans, has agreed to
come to Albuquerque Thursday and
attend the meeting. It is nuite pos
sible that Governor Mills will be call
ed upon to say something pertaining
Governor .muís
!o the constitution.
former chief Justice of the supreme
court of New Mexico, was appoimeo
as governor by President Ta ft, it will
for the

remembered, because the president

be

consitlered him. both as n man and a
lawyer, eminently desirable to occupy
the position as chief executive of theg
territory while a. constitution was
framed. Governor Mills was in
Santa BV throughout the constitution
al convention and studied the different parts of the constitution as they
were adopted. The governor is there- fere naturally unusually well inform
ed on the provisions of the organic
act and an exn anatlnn by him Tnurs- day night will be both Interesting and
dp-in-

instructive.
Prominent among the democrats
who have r.irreed to sneak on the con
stitution is O. A. Larrazolo, of Las
Vegas.
Mr. Larrazolo has been for
vears prominent in the councils oi the
democratic party in New Mexico. He
has been tireless and indefatigable in
his efforts to increase the influence
of his party in the territory. Mr. Larrazolo Is very popular with the voters
of poof Bernalillo "county, regardless
litical affiliation, and many will at-In
tell,
tend the meeting to hear him why
he
bis brilliant oratorical style,
at
flamed
constitution
thinks the
Santa Fe a good constitution, and why
he is going to vote for it first, last
and all the time.
While In this county Mr. Larrazolo
speeches,
will deliver a number of
bolh in Spanish and Knglish. He will
Wednesday
arrive In Albuquerque
morning and will speak at a big nonpartisan meeting in the court house
at Old Town at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday night. On Thursday morning he
will speak in the villages' south of
n
at Alatown and in the
meda and other Kuuil towns, north of
the city.
The announcement that an active
campaign Is to be begun in this county for the purpose
of the
of explaining the provisions
constitution, and wcrklng for its ratification on January 21, has met with
instant favor among voters in Albuquerque and contiguous territory.
."'''-noo-

0 GETS THE
SONEY DECLARED
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blanket industry? It cannot untedate
the advent of wool, and as Bheep were
brought into the country by Spanish
missionaries and early settlers and
passed into the Navajo's possession
through the fortunes of war, the Nav-pi- o
blanket is certainly of compara
tively recent origin.
As an industry.
or article of commerce, its origin is
much more recent still, and has had
i
n ml rlevelnnment
well within
tlie memory of traders and others yet
living among anu aajaeem io me
x'n.'o ir.t.e rPrt nfnmn that it bloomed
out all at once In such complete per
fection ns to muice u impooaiuio t"i
skill and practice to Improve upon it,

I., ....... inut all
vnerieTieo Pnd Wft Who
see iu steady improvement constantly
goihg on Know It cut Homing oi me
That a few blankets were
kind.
thlrtv- nr fortv. nossiblv fifty.
ago
years
were very fine, does not im
ply by any means thai uu men woven
'Hn nnr linpH It Imrdv that irlven
the same material, incentive and pur
pose, none or todays weavers couiu
do equally fine and even finer weaving. It must be remembered that all
such blankets were the highly special
ized efforts of a very few women.
iiA.'nn fe. their ílWll I1SCS. made tO
meet their own requirements., with no
thought of price or saie, anu are my
relics of a time when the women had
to wtave the blankets and robes worn
by themselves and families. Under like
conditions, there are dozens of today's
e
weav
rvnn nf thrt
i.
ers, who could far outstrip even the
best efforts of the latter, mis is nm.
a criticism of the fine old blankets
far from it for they were fine,
wonderfully fine, considering the coij
ditions under which they were work- ...i nut nrwl deserv,. all. anil more.
praise than can ever be given them;
nevertheless, tne contention imius
good that liner blankets and none of
them could and would be made by
weavers of today if the same materials
a va ilalit. and neonle were will
ing to pay a Jus price for them.
I am av:rc that tnis question oi
ilslng prices on Navajo blankets Is
,iihpr delicate one. nnd no one un
derstands better
... . the. protest such a
proposition IS mteiy io provoae. vi oui
contributor finds, first, that "low
til.'inlvf.t luivers in
neraroA
duce the women to use cheap aniline
seconu,
mm
dyes anfl uirty wool,
in the wav of en
in- - "nnlv nhQtncl
is
art
the
couraging native American
matter of cash price Tor the Indian
product;" anil, third, he finds "the
..n., tnn tilirh " Tt Is a rather vexa
I have often found It
tious problem
so mvself
nnd I tmnk we nau dcsi
look Into it a little.
The weaver Is not being overpaid
'or her work; certainly not. If "cheap
prices offered" compel her to "use
..V,..n
rtxri anil dlrtv wool" (which
however, is not the fact) and there
is no more dismal wage proposition
than her remuneration for her part
-

old-tim-

wi-r-

..

Interesting View of the
Blanket Industry in "The Red
Man" by Southwest Trader;
Other Contributions,

An

That the Navajo Indian in the long
run has the best end of the Navajo
blanket business is the view of J. B.
Moore, who contributes to the current number of "The Ked Man" the
Carlisle Indian school publication, an
Interesting article on the industry and
any ouici
its future.
Other things In this hand- In the industry, uiven
would
some number of southwestern interest ing outlet for her labe, there
thing as a
erv soon be no
are an illustrated article on the Jemez
P.et, with all the
Pueblo, by Albert 15. Iteagan and 'lankct Industry.
disposal, the
"T aching the Pueblos," by Miss Mary time there is at her
skill,
and the material at
nuisite
E. Lissette, of Pajuate, N. M.
in her oree and
IlilllU I" n.t-l!.... nn It-money,
The article bv Mr. Moore, Illustratand every
ed with cuts of "Navajo blankets, Nav-nj- o only way of earning
cicai
liar so earned fs just so mucn indushogans and dwellers is as folplus
This,
their natural
In
lows:
... nn.i litv
beautiful
mnkini
for
Have you ever noticed that there
the
are mn inevitable phases of the sub- things, serves to keep manv'of me
omen busy. Certainly tnen.
ject on which the "tenderfoot" writer.
by
calned
..nrnim nrieea ennnot be
Posing as an authority on Indians and
How,
Indian industries, dwells and finally cutting down the weaver :s price.
rne munm
n. Is it to he gained
rests bK case, viz: the Navajo blankot hnnl with the solution: he
et ami the Indian trader? The reason
! from the trader h's as
f"r this is patent enough in the case
of the Navajo's blanket.
It is so su- sume, profit of 30 to 60 per cent. m.n
Let us examine tnis. uranien
perior to any other Indian product .its
iro.Ur luna of a weaver a blanket.
value 3 so apparent being all
Its own and in no wise dependent payln? her for it $10 (a very common price for the ordinarv trade
"Pon sentiment that it challenges atmay sell it for
tention at once, stands out as a thing blanket), and that$1he
5.
There Is the
or possibly
and In a' ch.ss all its own. It jj
"tirt
per cent.
hilly deserves all the good raid of It apparent profit of 25 to SO expenses?
and but little of the deprecatory. But Pot what of the overhead
and
cleaning
of the labor and cost of
Jtj"t why all such writers should consat? un-of
sider it a positive necessity, every preparing the blankets for
the time he mav have to hold it
'me thev break into print.' to criticize the Indian trader In his assumed til a i.tiver Is found? of the- expend
ff ns to benefit the Indian and his and labor of seeking the bu.ver? of
industries, is not so clear.
the protection nnd care of It ncnint
that
The above reflections arc evoked troths, and other Injury, until other
ev an article rootntlv appearing unhii ver s found? and of nil the
is
der the title of "Indian Arts an.Lln-nustrl.s- " thinirs connected with it?. There
or plant on the
In The Ited Man.
This ts not a trading ftore
not cost, at
n nn particular
essentially different rrs.-- r . Htion that itto does
20 per cent on
ri m nveral other
from 15
article I have lowc-.tto operate and do busi-n- e
pad. but the arguments therein are the volóme,
Evidently then, the exorbitant
""ed upon premises so absolutely
per cent chnrsen
M variance
with thn facts gleaned pr(.fit of 30 to B0
"rom fifteen years' and more of actual áiTPlnt the traders. Is not so very
after all! Furthermore, every
"strieiice. that I fill Justified In
even the shrewdest, lose,
In
trader,
some
"atine
of the facts learned
that
and then by overpaying,
now
every
very
dif
which are
FU--

r

.

-
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for pome blanket carrying faults and ers' apparent conservatism Is not basdefects which escape detection nt tho ed on selfishness always, but la gen- KEEN STRUGGLE
OF
time of purchase. Kvery une. too, is erally the result of a moro Intimate
often brought face to face with pecul- knowledge of Indians and Indian
iar conditii ns surrounding the indi- conditions than that possessed by the
vidual weaver that move him to over- promoters of this and that radical
SIX FsSONTHS
pay for a certain piece of work and reform. Ho has before shared with'
AYCAR IN
OCEAN
knowingly yield to her his problem- his Indians the legacy left by other
(OVER
CHICAGO
YORK
atical profits on her blanket. 1 will reform movements which proved
venture tho assertion that the aver- failures nnd had to he abandoned, and
age Navajo trader docs not make any Is Justified 111 questioning the result
profit at all on at least BO per cent of new schemes bearing like earSUPBEMAGYI
f the blankets he buys and sells; and marks. Things are not just right as
A
more than B0 per cent of the entire they are. but tho proposed plan would
(
ouput is marketed at cost, und some bring about disaster.
even at a loss.
If the trader should make a profit,
Millions of Money and Ablest j
why should it bo held as a crime
Or
.;;it ,
j
,'
REVENUE
against him? Who else has done so
Hace
Employed
of
in
Brains
evolving,
developing
much toward
S
ví'
and Improving the blanket industry?
for Leadership In TransatWho but ho has put his money into
them often before they are made,
IN THE
lantic Travel,
FIGURES
QUOTED
and gone to work developing and cula
Without
for
them?
tivating
market
him there would have been no blankí""bmobes. 1 I
tü Mortiln Journal I
SiiH'lnl rrrtonilin
Wrt)..Brr,dy
et Industry; remove him from the field
23.
York,
the
Dec.
Within
New
tr.i
and it would lust but a brief period.
Si3
w
I
BY
SEDEO
Joi.R. trtimtn
past few months announcements have
Now, let us examine this proposed
J
t' If PÍ
li
government clearing house offered as
Prt:t
come
4n rapid succession of the builda sure cure for all the evils of faulty
ing of four ocean liners designed for
product, high prices, low payments,
York and
service between New
etc. The author's "only one obstacle
Europe, each of which will far surthe matter of cash price," in prac- Superintendent of Anti-Salopass the largest ocean steamships now
tice grows Into many, encountered
The first two of theso
League Insists Prohibition in operation.
by dealers and traders.
There are
'ít.-V",
5 Tri J 4 IJ.
will bo nenrly ono hundred feet longnothing but obstacles from procuring
Decreases and License In- er than the largestwill Steamships now
the wool, cleaning and dyeing it, to
excel these two
afloat. The third
the finished blanket and settlement
or three feet. Tho
creases the Consumption and in length by two
with the weaver, then on to the final
underway in
now
all,
latest of them
salt and still on, until tho money
Production of Liquor,
Germany, will be still longer and will
for It is In the cash drawer. But wo
have a displacement of 25,000 tons
ara agreed on the reality of the "one
greater than the largest boats
that
obstacle" of "cash price." It Is a
now enter New York harbor. Alongmuch more serious one than he im- Editor Morning Journal:
In
now
ordinary
liners
agines It to be, as all the wool from
Hear Kir: Anticipating the report side her tho
'
which fine blankets are woven to- of the United States internal revenuo nervlce will look like mere tugs, but
MATINEE AND NIGHT. Scat Sale Opens December 29.
there Is nothing to indicate that she
duy is owned by the traders and isinwill mark tho final word in tho strugsued out to the weavers for each commissioner, which shows an
separate Job. In no other way fs it crease over 1909. both in production gle for supremacy which nowhere
possible to get perfectly cleaned and and consumption of intoxicating li- elsa is waged with such keen rivalry
WHERE THE
properly colored blankets. It is ren- quors, the liquor press has already as in tho ocean steamship business
of the North Atlantic.
dered all the more serious because
to
Its frantlo effort
of a cenFor nearly
along with practically every Job goes used the fact In whllo
longer the in- tury the story of
naviof ward off a little
an advance of at least one-haIt
the
traffic.
of
an unnbolltion
of
gation has been the record
the agreed price, not because it Is evitable
course,
tip
to
othholster
no
of
also,
In
tries,
leadership.
race
ending
for
the choice and policy of the trader
Its own montrous falsehood that tho er business In the world has compe
to have It so, but because the necessities of the weaver and her family abolition of saloons in communities tltlon over n long period been tfa keen.
and states only tends to increase the In no other
such vast sums been
larder 'demand it.
slight temporThus, a trader doing a fairly large consumption of all intoxicating li- expended to secure
spirits.
fitronger
tho
quors,
especially,
of
advantage
ary
or such heavy losses
business carries an investment
from three to five or six thousand The full detailed' report shows up the endured In the effort to achieve sudollars In Navajo blankets, none of absurdity of such claim most inter- premacy. The contest has been one
estingly.
which are finished or in his possesnot only of ships and companies, but
The amount of distilled spirits pro- also of ports and nations nnd it has
sion. Not all carry so large a sum
during
United
Slates
nethe
duced
in
do,
must
of
perhaps, but all
and
been followed with keen Interest by
cessity, carry their weavers to some 1910 wag 150.237,628 gallons an in- the public.
extent.
In this lies another element crease over 1909, yet a decrease over
The presence of this rdrong element
of cost that must be reckoned with. 1907 of over twelve million gallons. of rivalry has had a decisive Influence
constantly
a
of
face
now
in
the
and And this
Even the shrewdest trader
upon the development of ocean liners
has replaced other machines, gains have been made in
then will be cheated out of his blank- increasing population, and in the face themselves. It has led to the rapid
et by a dishonest weaver taking and of tho further fact thnt most of this supplanting of the champions of one
to the UNDERWOOD
celerity and accuracy of
Belilng it to another when she has population so far as immigration Is decade by the newer, swifter, more
woven it. True, this does not happen concerned, comes with the drink hab- luxurious and more comfortable vesvalue.
proven
of
features
often, but it docs happen to us all it formed nnd so helps to increase the sels of a succeeding period.
It hus
occasionally.
And these are but few consumption of liquors.
same time that
at
rates
the
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Everybody ought to know what the UNDERWOOD will
of the many practical obstacles, inThis Increase is not difficult to ex- It has added to comforts and constead of "one" theoretical obstacle plain, for a score of years the license veniences.
do when put to the severest test.
assumed by the author; but they are cities and states have been gradually
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Hut the "dry". .territory has may be appreciated by a comparison
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retical and actual profita.
been going the other .way. Tho folwith
liners
of
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of Eome
the
"The Machine Ycu Will Eventually Buy"
I quite agree wtjli your contribulowing figures from the full report those of the present day. The first
tor ns to the desirability of "a stand- - show this; the amount of distilled vessel with steam equipment lo croa
will Ik-- ttliordctl nt any branch ol'l'lco
dard of prices," and no one has tried liquors produced in the prohibition the Atlantic was the Savannah, which
harder than I to evolve some practi- states of Alabama, Georgia, Missis- made- the voyage from the city for
cable scheme to this end, but without sippi, Kansas, Oklahoma, Maine, Verwhich the was named to Liverpool In
success; nor do I believe that it is mont, New Hampshire, North Carodays.
She was a
1K19 in thirty-fiv- e
possible for this proposed government lina, North Pakota and Tennessee for little less
than 99 feet long and of 300
clearing house to solve It. Pefore es- 1909 was 1,370,527 gallons; for 1910, tons. It would
require nine Savannahs,
'
tablishing a standard of prices we it was only 32,005 gallons, a Iokb of placed bow to stern, to equal the
(Incorporated)
will first have to standardize the proT88,r22 gallons, or less., than
or the largest of the liners
length
are
to
prices
attached. of the previous year. ....
which
duct
now under construction' and a fleet of
-:?321 Wesf
Each blanket is a matter of indiAlbuquerque, N. M.
Now' notice the figures from three a hundred like her would hot equal
vidual taste and trklll on the part of license states, New Vork, Pennsylvanchampion
present
of
tonnage
the
the
Its weaver; they are made in all sizes, ia and Illinois which show an increase
tho ocean ferry. The Savannah,
all weights, and the variations of of 1910 over 1909 of 3,862,943 gallons. of
however, was not a genuine steamdesigns and color combinations are The snme things holds true of the ship
for her engino was merely an the reason that harbor and pi. r
ship lines spend their millions in con.
almost as numerous as are tho blank fermented liquors between these re auxiliary
to her sails and was relied
were not pul'l'ielcnt for structlng floating palaces, in engines
ets which are to be priced. For inspective states. It is Interesting to upon only when the wind failed.
conprogress
has
and note also that the three states last
stance, take two
larger boats. The
(seconds an hour
During the score of years followvigor, however. designed to clip n few
foot blankets and to one oí named
the three largest "wet" ing tho Savannah's trip a number of tinued with unabated
Uio record ot bodiu competitor, or
off
Limiafid
íanla
Alaur.
them add six or etght inches in width cities incontain
The
the United States. In these vessels crossed the Atlantic and one ta u are bclngr followed by the
in adding improvements
and luxand as much in length and see how three states the Increase ill fermentla
the Oreat Western, was estab"and Titanic and
tic.' uries to tempt the traveling public,
much you increase the size of it. ed liquors withdrawn ( for consump- line,
Kngland, lo New I'oot Olympic
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apKiiri.-psquare
20
tier
eight
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to
feet,
will
make
About
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1, 30,001
Thero if. one Important difference
York In 1838, and continued Its ser- pearance
io 25 per cent, roughly estimated tion in 1910 over 190ttwas
nervlce Iu 1!M3. How
vice fui a number of years. The real .oon the in
between the situation of the railways
la
lllilO-'i'oHlcaniahlp
io
consequently, about that much more barrels.
The report further shows that th
beginning
of
the
reiiulrc a. and that of the ocean liners. A rail
labor tuid material of the same qual- amount
distilled liquors produced steamship business ps a continuous become a reality It would Meanwhile
way may be fairly secure in its conity have gone into Its making; yet, in "dry" ofMaine,
New Hampshire and service, however, may he said tu tiave bold prophet to foretell.
trol of the truffle of a given territory
to the average buyer the two blankets Vermont during 1910 was 597 gallons
New York hua no piers on Manhat1810
first
In
when
the
place
taken
that It is not possible
will look to be nearly the samo size,
Island that will receive a boat of for tho reason
while that of "wet" New York with boat of the Cunard line began trips atanlength
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ocean Is still a free
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success In this city, and if we could
get rid of the matured product at a
fair profit It ought to be good busi
ness, says the Albuquerque Journul.
All that the Journal says of cats in
Albuquerque is true of cats In Socorro
consecutlvj time except that down here the cats are all

are to be at the mercy of the
corporations."
Tbo El I'aso flmes bag muda those
'
Mi.lements repeatedly. It lias never
Rotten farther than the general allepeoj

In

gation.
Tor the fifty-sixt- h
the Times Is respectfully asked for
that lonsr, lacking "bill of particu
lar.." If you can't Kivo It, put the
lid on the
An an exchange puta It, the Time
has lon pussed as A friend of the
territories; and it evidently wants to
friend of the "territories"
remain
but It Is evidently dead against mflk- Iwí either of the territories a state.
ileeently It denounced the New Mex
ico act because 1t does not contain the
recall; and for several days it has
been denouncing the Arizona act be
cause It doe contain tho recall.
The attitude of this paper during
the whole statehood campalnn has
been frankly spiteful. What the motive be Is a mystery.
talk-treyse- r.

dawK.'
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271910.

What They Are Saying About
the Two Constitutions
legates from cities, and even those
were not all chosen at regular prima-rle- s.
In not one single instance, was
the direct primary employed, In not
one single instance was the initiative
and referendum put to practical use
although the question to be decided
was peculiarly one for the people. How
can any democrat conciliate this at
titude of the democratic leaders und
party with the democratic cry for
the direct primary, the Initiative and
the referendum? Do the leaders sup
pose that the voters even in their
own ranks are so ignorant as not to
notice this inconsistency between
theory and practice? Isn't the old
News.
adage true that a man should practice
what he preaches and what is a good
Surprise Coming.
good
The time Is approaching when the rule for the average man is a Mexone for a party? Santa Ke New
people will go to the polls and mani
fest their defiires relative to the con- ican.
stitution. There will be a surprise
In the box when the ballots are count
INSECTICIDE ACT OF
ed It will be surprising to see how
many were anxious that We become a
1910 WILL GO INTO
state. Gallup Republican.

"
Much Ado About Nothing.
laboured and brought
The
"The New Mexico democrats," says forth mountain
T
democracy
a mouse.
the LordMhurg Liberal, jn announcing thought It had to go on record and
Albright'
be sorry
Colonel
publication
it
now
will
years
of
two
the
from
new paper, "have now pot an official that "the record 1s written with IndeKe New Mexican.
onfan that they do not have to apolo lible pencil. Harta
for." This Is once more putting
The Kternal Kickers.
It cruelly and attain we sympathize,
There always has been kickers, and
congratto
ore
be
Kergussons
Hut the democrats
and the Chllders are
the
always on deck with their
ulated.
charges and partisan oposllion, whose
patriotism can never rise atiove party
and public action Is guided by narrow
views. Taos Valley
and partisan
Ki--

ported the secretary of agriculture
will renort the 'findings to the secre
tary of the treasury, and the goods
will be refused admission.

Regulation 12 provides that "all
matter required by the act to be
Btuted on the label of an article must
be plainly and correctly stated on the
face of the principal label In type
sufficiently clear and ,in position suf
flclently prominent to attract the Immediate attention of the purchaser."
This regulation, however, will not be
strictly enforced until July 1st, 1911.
In the meantime, such required statements may be made by means of a
"sticker or paster cr supplemental
label."

Women Farmers in Scotland.

half-veil-

Public Forum
Constitution

Iviisy

of Aiiienduicnt

Owing to the building of the Rosyth
naval base, near Dunfermline, and

the increased emigration from the
border and middle lands of Scotland
to the United States and Canada, farm
holders in this district appear to be
employing more wjoraen farm hands
than heretofore.
There are many fruit and vegetable
farms along the roads of the Dun
fermline district on which women ana
girls are employed in preparing, till
ine and harvesting the crops, In
many instances It Is claimed they give
better satlEfaction than men, their
steady and careful truck farming In
garden and field showing increased
results. These hardy girl and women
farmers work in groups, and judging
from their Binglng and happy air while
at work are a contented lot. It Is no
uncommon sight to see half a dozen
or more hoeing or planting in regular
linea so as to work across the field at
one time. In tills method of keeping
the work together the result of the
day's labor for each woman farmer is
easily seen. An older woman or man
usually acts as overseer.
n
wages
The
for each
woman Is Is, Bd (38 cents) per day
ordinarily, while in harvest time they
earn for eight hours' time from a half- crown (60 cents) to 3s (72 cents).
Men farmers do the heavier work,
such as plowing, cutting and building
roads and fences, and earn from 18s
to 22s (M-3to 5.34) per week, with
house rent free. The soil in this sec
tion Is particularly rich and heavy,
and usually produces abundant crops.
Consular Report.

The Beat Cough Syrup a
Lastly Made at Home
Coats Little and Acts
Monea-

Kelunueu

11

it

Quickly.
Falla.

This reciñe makes a nint of
..u
syrup and saves you about J2 as com.
pared with ordinary cough remedies is
stops obstinate coughs even whoon-in- g
cough in a hurry, and is splendid
for sore lungs, asthma, hoarseness aaJ
other throat troubles.
Mix one pint of granulated sugar
with H Pint of warm water, and stir
ounces of Pinex
for 2 minutes. Put
(50 cents' worth) in a pint bottle anj
add the Sugar Syrup. Take a teus.poun.
ful every one, two or three hours.
Tastes good.
This takes right hold of a cough and
almost Instant relief. It stlmu-atf rives the
appetite and is slightly laxa
tive both excellent' features.
Pinex, as perhaps you know, Is tha
most valuable concentrated compound
of Norway white pine extract, rich n
gulalcol and tho other natural healing
pine elements.
No other preparation will do ths
work of Plnox in this recipe, although
honey can bo uncd instead oí
strained
the sugar syrup, if desired.
Thousands of housewives tn the TJnlt-e- d
States and Canada now use this Pi.
nex and Sugar Syrup reolpe. This plan
has often been imitated, but the oid
successful formula has n'iver been
equaled. Its low cost and quirk results
have made It Immensely popular.
A guarantee of absolute satisfaction,
or money promptly refunded goes with
Your druggist has Pinex,
this recipe.
or will get tt for yon. If not, send tq
es

To the Kditor of the Morning Journal:
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soon to be ratified by the people., Is
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lailly, ht carrier, on month
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Sixty democrats, mostly self-aDemlng had been so fully demonrating Hum la aworijud to
members thereof, and by a mere mamet at
The Pinex Co, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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the first regular meeting of the
Pona Ana County Farmers' institute,
held recently at La Cruces, Dr. J.
II. Squires, of the agricultural college,
na the first speaker on the BUbjcrt
of "Wheat Ralslna in New Mexico."
Ho said thut the differences in hard
iind soft wheat go further than is at
times considered. The hard wheats
will yield more pounds of flour to the
bushel than do the soft ones, and In
addition are higher In gluten, the substance present to u great or less decree In a" wheats, which renders It
possible to make a porous, Unlit loaf
from wheat flour, which is not possible with the flours of the other cereals. Some hard wheats have
(laten and it is necessary to mix
them with soft wheat in order to net
The soft
the bcBt grades of flour.
wheat must, be mixed with hard wheat
(Question)
to set the same results.
"How do the spring wheats of this
valley mill?" "I do not know, as the
station has so far been unable to pet
milling tests made, but the wheat
see ma to be as food as or better than
the same type raised elsewhere.
Seasons Kadly Overlap.
There is no strong line of differences in the winter and spring varieties of wheats, as they may be seeda complete
ed out of season and
change from spring to winter or winvery
few years.
ter to spring made in a
brought
Here the change is easily
about as spring wheat has yielded well
when planted in the fall and fall
w heat does well on early spring seed-

ing.
With quality established, the farmer has to do with the production of
as many pounds of good wheat per
acre as possible. This may be brought
about in a number of ways. By better land, by the use of manures or
artificial fertilizers when the soil demands them, by better care in seeding and maturing the crop, and by
strains of
the use of high yielding
All of these except the last,
wheat.
of funds,
outlay
cause an additional
but with the use of better seed the
yield is increased without extra cost
of preparation, seeding and caring for
the crop, Interest on investment, tax,
and water right, and with but a slight
increase in the cost of harvesting and

threshing.

Sclcc-tiii-

Vnrletlos.

The matter of selecting of variety
is not as simple as it may at once
seem. Comparing three varieties tnat
have been grown side by side in this
valley for a period of seven years we
find that the highest yielding one
gave an average, of 61.3 bushels while
one of the others yielded 80 bushels.
Had we taken the results for this
year as fina! answer to the question
a very grave error would have been
accepted, for at the end of the seven
P- -

year period the first variety had
the one with the high yield
i f the first year by a total of 23 bushels. It is necessary then that such
tests be carried on for a sufficient
length of time to overcome seasonal
differences, a very good time being
ten 'years'. Other "things lirought out
in the study are that this is a profitable crop to grow in this region as
all selected strains gave a yearly
of over 40 bushels per acre for
the entire time, several 45 bushels,
and the two best averaged 52 and 51
respectively.
Highly Profitable Crop.
This work is being continued on Hie
station farm and in 1910 the maximum yield for the season was 67
bushels to the acre, while the wheat
that had averaged 52 bushels in the
seven year test gave 57 bushels and
the one that had given 51 bushels in
This
the long test went to 65 bushels
is the wheat that we are distributing
to the farmers and are using as a
standard at the Btation.
With regard to the cost of raising
the crop we estimate that charging
the acre with $10 for Interest or investment, $3 for tax, 4 for water, labor it 10 cenia an hour, and a fair
depreciation on the value of machinery, the cost "ill be very close to Í 25
per acre. New. with wheat at II per
bushel tliis WiU give a net.incomo of
$15 per acre over and above the 10
per cent in.jr-- st
on the investment,
on the wheat that is yielding 40 bushels per acre. The straw in not considered in this estimate.
Time of Needing.
The time of seeding is not restricted In this valley. We are getting good
results with seeding spring wheat at
any time from October 15 to March
1st, but would advise avoiding the two
seeding should be
Theextremes.
(lone with a dr'l! if possible, for In
all Irregulariway
avoid
we
can
this
ties in the rate of seeding and ulso get
a uniform covering of all seed, and In
addition, get a satisfactory stand with
bus seed. A very good rate of seeding is SO pounds to the acre, but a
be used
much less amount should
when the crop is grown as a nurse
fur alfalfa. The soil should be well
b'V. led and well irrigated.
The contention that thorough irrigation tends
to cause the crop to run to straw did
not hold good In our trials. In answer
to the question "How would you tell
when to Irrigate?" I would break
through the dry surface and examine
the gnil to a depth of several inches,
if this is well supplied with moisture
there is no immediate need of more
water as the wheat roots penetrate to
a depth ,,f five or more feet on light
soils and a proportionately less distance on heavier soils; if the small
roots are in moisture, the plant will
thrive.

of danger from smut
hich is very noticeable at times all J
seed should be treated either with a'
solution mnde of 16 ounces uf formalin in 40 gallons of water, the seed
being thoroughly sprinkled and covered for 12 hours, or dipped in the
On

account

'"lutlon for 30 minutes and then dried,
"r the usual treatment with copper
mlphate or blue stone may be used.
This is a little more trouble and not
satisfactory as the other but gives
good results. I'se 1 pound of the crystals dissolved in 24 gallons of water,
oak the seed for 12 honrs and dry
thoroughly.

cows, $2.
Hogg

ir 4.75.

3,500; market
Receipts,
strong. Hulk of sales, Í7. "0S".75;
heavy.
packers nnd
17.75 (i ".SO;
butchers, 7.70jl. 7. Ü0; light, 7.65Sl
7.75.

Receipts, 2.000; market
Muttons, $3.40 it 4.25 ; lambs,
$5.50(ii 6.30; fed wethers and yearlings. $3.76(45.26; Fed western ewes,
Sheep

strong.

late frost. Wheat is destroyed by frost J..00ft 3.75.
at blooming time.
From the data how at hand, the it
soft wheat of this valley is as good
as the soft spring wheats elsewhere.
PAID IN
Other Small . rains.
J. W. Taylor, of Dona Ana, followed
with a discussion
of "Other Small
drains." He brought out tbe value of
growing small grains until the land
was In fit condition to receive alfalfa;
pointing out as well, that the average
yield of alfalfa ng now grown on many
farms does not compare favorably
AtlO
with the returns-- to be had from grain.
Ills experience has been tht it is best

r

,'
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estate security.

when sowto leave off tile nurse-cro- p
ing ulfalfa lor the reason that when
crop
well,
the alfalfa,
does
the nurse
suffers. It Is the best plan to grow

Honored By vSpecial Criticism
From Sociological Professor
leveled.
at Harvard University; Here
Careful Preparation.
lie cited the case with which the NNext Friday Night,
Dairy farm of Kl Paso prepared the

the first year and then
the nurse-cro- p
the alfalfa after the land is well

out
that whereas their land varied only
about a fourth of an inch between the
borders, two Inches would be very
close leveling for the average farmer.
Seven tons of alfalfa per acre was
raised on this land so carefully prepared.
It Is necessary to grow- - grain for
the horses nnd other livestock on the
farm. cliardless barley has yielded
as much us 80 biifhels on the farm
of Mr. O'Hara. and the speaker has
raised 100 bUKhels of oats by sowing
good seed and preparing the land in
the fall.
Must Knife! Car Lots.
"What Other Crops Shall the Small
Farmer Grow?" was then taken up by
K. B. Hoagland, manager of the proA good point made
duce exchange.
was that farmers should not try to
grow other crops if they are going to
Specialize in truck raising, because tine
proper attention cannot very well be
given to both. To make a profit in
trucking, it Is necessary to be independent of the limited local market
and raise produce in carload' lots. It
1b essential, too, not to depend solely
upon p. high market price for the
profit, but to strive to reduce the cost
of production ag well. He read a
schedule comparing the prices pah
tbe farmer in Colorado and the prices
charged the consumer, showing that
there. n. in other states, the middle
man makes more than the one who
Ti,'
raises the crops.
A Newcomer's Sxporleiiec.
an account of the
f. E, Locke
successes nnd failures he has had in
raising vegetables. It was a valuable
report in that It was practically the
the
experience of all newcomers
Itio Grande valley. By persevering,
ho has succeeded In raising as much
us 44,000 pounds of Denla onions per
acre, and this year the returns on
cantaloupes brought $260 an acre
above the uctual cost of production.
growing celery,
He made failures
cauliflower and lettuce, but was able
to ralre large quantities of cabbage.
In setting out onion seedlings, Mr.
Locke got best results by having the
marking off
ground loose 'and-dry- ;
shallow furrows and spacing the onions in them, then irrigating thor-

H

.;.

WHOLESOME

'

oughly.
It was voted by the institute to
hold an early session at the agricultural college at which an opportunity
will be given tbe station staff and the
domestic science department to demonstrate the nature of the work being
done to further the interests of rural
life. As soon as funds are available, It
Is the intention of tbe college to again
take up institute work In all parts of
New Mexico.
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When Eugene Walter's famous play,
"Paid in Full," had rounded out its
celebrated run of two years in New
York, the t'nlted Play company was
prevulled upon to take it temporarily
from Broadway for a tour of other
big cities that had been clamoring
to see this, the greatest dramatic success of the generation.
In such way it reached Boston,
where the presentation of this notable play was regarded as of so unusual theatrical Importance that the
Boston
'American" arranged with
Prof. T. N. Carver of the chair of
economics and sociology of Harvard
university to write a special analyst
of 'Tald in Full" and the characters in It. An essay from one so
eminent as Professor Carver is a rare
distinction, seldom indeed accorded
to a play. That it was bestowed on
"Paid In Full" is another of the
many convincing proofs of the tremendous interest this American drama,
has awakened everywhere und in all
quarters. "Paid in Full" produced
the profound Impression upon Professor Carter that it has created on
critics and public without exception.
Said he In his article of praise:
"" 'Paid In Full' is a sane and wholesome contrast to the ordinary sickly
sociological play by Bernard Shaw and
others of his kind. Their art consists mainly in manufacturing heroes
out or a Jelly fish. A community
that prefers that sort of thing is a decadent community."
Paid in Full," with a specially
selected cast that has won New York
favor In this notable play, will be at
the Elks' theater. Friday night, December 30, and thé occasion will be
looked forward to with unusual expectancy.
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records for steamship construction
nsto the size and number of new
ocean liners, will doubtless be broken
during the coming year. Seventeen
new liners are being added to tbe
line,
licit or tho Hammiig-Amorlca- n
"Europu,"
including the 50,(M)0-to- n
now unthe largest ship in the world
acder construction. The newly12 per
equal
to
quired tonnage is
cent oV the line's present tonnage,
making a total of 1,022,452 tons under one house flag; 402 shlpa, 175 of
them ocean-goinIn addition to the "Europa" four
verv large freight steamers have also
Stettin.
been ordered to be built at carrying
Each of these will ; have a
a
total of
capacity of 12.000 ton,
4 8.000 tons.
The fist of these frelgiit
steamers, the "Prussian," has already
been launched and will be put in commission in a uw weeks. Two other
will ent r the service this year. Another steamer Is building at Cologne
for the Hhtne service to be delivered
In February, 1K11, to be named the
Still another order
"Straussberg."
has been placed for five freighters of
9,000 tons each, all of which will lie
opportunity; light competition;
in commission next year. One of the
A Gentleman from Mississippi.
will stand fullest investigation. Ad- Paints, Glass, Cement, Rooftons steamera in the course of
It is Impossible to analyze the ele- 9,000
dress. S. L., Mornlnif Journal.
construction will be equipped with lAislfTícrt buckle, Friday niglil.
ments of success In "A Gentleman an
ing and Builder's sunnües.
internal combustion motor instead
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in
house
cither
ship
power.
This
steam
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year,
comes
to
which
and
successful
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of the most the opera house, South Walter and
the Elks' theater next Saturday. It will b. undoubtedly one
Central avenue. Return to Journal FOR SAI.K
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Solid Express and Mail Train
From Chicago to Los Angeles
Will Try to Beat American

Express Company.

H

A solid express and mail train, to
run from Chicago to Los Angeles In
sixty hours In order to allow tbe Wells
Fargo Express company to beat the
American Express Into the coast city,
Is the latest project of the Sania Fe
línllroad company. It is understoodv
this train will lie put on early in
nnd that It will shoot from the
's
Windy City to the Angel City like
comet, not even hesitating anyget
where except when necessary to
a drink or change the engines.
It Is said that the American Express
company is now delivering shipments
from the east to southern California
from ten to twelve honrs in advance
of Wells Fargo. The express schedule
on the Santa Fe is now 7 2 hours. The
pn posed new train will slash this
The train, it Is said,
twelve hours.
will be composed of four Wells Fargo
express cars and two mail cars.
Ilyrnc Has ltensoii.
Asked as to the report that eastern
railroads are reducing the number of
passenger trains find contrasting this
situation with that on tne .acme
const, John J. liryce, assistant passenger traffic manager of the Santa
Fe. Is reported as saying: "There are
perhaps, two paramount reasons why
eastern railroads are reducing the
number of passanger trains. Adverse
legislation mav be assigned as one
reason and. as is the case in Iowa,
a reduced population may be another.
Without discussing the political phase
of the subject, the railroads centering
Jn Los Angeles are certainly not up
aganst anv reduction In population.
The railti iuls have had a big interest
in developing the wonderful Increase
i" southern California
In population
service Is
nnd the additional train course,
by
largelv brought about, of
the desire "to serve this additional
population.
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i row Your Own Seed.
the aim of every wheat
fiirnifr to select the very bct variety
r his locality and then keep his
variety pure by growing a small seed
each year. This should In- - kept
dear of noxious weeds and all heads
that tend to lie extremolv early or late
hi ripening should also be removed,
The Livestock Markets
i hip crop
should be threshed and kept
aparate for seed.
'n answer to questions: I would
Kansas Clt. Dec. 2. Cattle
5(l aouth-ernsf. mill.
Mlovv the wheat to mature thoroughIniludiiiE
ly before cutting, as In
market i Of hieher. Native
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bulls, J3.40ÍÍ 4.60; calves, $4.00 ii 8.25;
western steers, J4. 5091&.00; western

Suggestions on Wheat and
Other Grains in Rio
Grande Valley
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CONNER
DR. CH. AM)
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OSTEOPATH
All Acute ami C'rmilc Diseases Treated.
Office: Stern Building, corner Fourth

street and Central avenue.
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Tel. 126

Tel. 285

French

CO.

HARDWARE

CRESCENT

Lowber

Cc

Funeral Directors

Stoves. Ranges, House Furnishing Goods, Cutlery and Tools, Iron Pine,
Valve and Fitting. Plumbing, Hailing, Tin and Copper Work.
I'll OX E 315
SIS WEST CENTRAL AVF.NLK

Lady Assistant
CENTRAL.

Office Phono

Hessoldon
Vallaco
General Contracto ra.

and workmanihlp count.
mora or your money
than any other contracting firm In
Albuquerque. Office at the Superior
Flanln Will Phnnw 77

of advice to Investors:
Nothing 1a as safe as farm lands.
you
want Independence In your
Do
Standard Plumbing & Heating old age. We offer you the opportunity of Investing your surplus and beCOMPANY
In our Irrigation
coming
111 W. Central Arenme.
project. ThU offer will be open only
ea
All
a
for short time. Write for prospecPrompt and earefal Attention
tus and full particulars.
Order.
C. SGANZIXI,
TELEPHONE 1.
Rooms 15, 16 & 10, from" ell Illock,
Albuquerque, N. M.

To All
We thank the public for

the best Christmas trade
we ever had.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY ind
MACHINE WORKS

26th

Iron and Brass Cautín. Machinery
Repairs.

We Will be Closed All Day
to Give Our Employes a
Holiday.
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Ward's Store

Contractor aud Bnllder.
Job Work Promptly Attended to.
Thorie 1065.
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Wholel find retail dealers
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Fresh and Salt Meat.
specialty.
For cattle and hoica tha
blrffest mnrnt prices are
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street.
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FREDERICK

a Morning Journal Want

"Julius Caesar," almost universally
acknowledged the best Shakespearean
tragedy, was splendidly presented yesterday at the Klks' theater at a matinee and evening performance. The
crowd, in point of numbers, was not
worthy the masterpiece, and It's masterful interpretation of characters,
but a much larger house greeted the
production in the evening than at the
earlier presentation.
Frederick Warde has lost none of
the powers of wonderful character
port.ryal which have made him the
leading Shakespearean s actor of his
age. As Brutus, "the noblest Roman
of thorn nil,'" Mr. Warde is at his best
and his impersonation of the part
brought out vividly the better personality of that generally mtsundt
Mr.
character of history.
Wardo's Brutus Is an oriKinal Brutus,
entirely
one
different from other
stage creations, and yet tho real
Brutus of history.
Marc Antony was well done by Mr.
Andrew Kogers, who Is an actor of
much youth and equal promise.
Horace Porter tiave a splendid impersonation of Caesar. As the lean
and hungry Cnssius, Ernest Warde
scored a success. The subject was,
on the whole, decidedly good and the
enst was a strong one. Probably more
beautiful scenerv was never shown on
tho local stage, as that very essential
part of the production was perfect in
every detail. All In all, the produc"Julius
tion was an artistic success.
Caesar" was one of the threatieal
treats of the season and thoroughly
enjoyed by those who went.
This is not Mr. W'arile's first ap
pearance In Albuquerque, and It Is
hoped It will not be his last, as tnc
eminent actor will always find a warm
of
welcome from tho theater-goer- s
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Forecast.
Washington, loe. 20. New Mexico
linln In boii tli. ruin or snow In north
portion Tuesday
or Tuesilny night;

BLUE SERGE

Wednesday

fair.

In
Arlxoiia Fair In south, snow
ninth portion Tuesilny; Wednesday

fair.
West Texas Cloudy Tuesday, ruin
nt night or Wednesday; colder Wednesday In west portion.
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The closing chapter, as far as
are concerned, of a little drama which began here on Christmas eve, when Lon E. Gamble deserted his young bride of six days and
departed on a westbound passenger
train with seven hundred dollars of
her money, occurred at 5:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon, when Lon was
released from the Bernullllo county
Jail ,ln which place he had been confined since Sunday morning, after being captured by a Santa Fe detective
near Grants.
Mrs. Lon K. wns on the outside of
the gray walls of the prison and as
the gate clanged behind Gamble, they
both made for each other and were
soon wishing each other a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
The girl notified the officers yesterday that she would not prosecute
Gambln and would stand all costs In
the case. There wns no alternative
but to release Gamble, as he could
not have beon convicted without the
testimony of tho wife.
Gamble and tho girl, who was Mis
Cecil Clark of Abilene, Texas. Before her marriage to the man In Trin
idad, a week ago, arrived here Christmas eve. Gamble left his bride in the
lobby of the Alvurndo hotel while be
went to buy tickets west, lie took with
him sevell hundred dollars of the
girl's money nnd was a hundred mili s
uway when captured, after an exciting chuso by the officers. The money
was returned to the girl yesterday and
at last reports she and her apparent
ly penitent husband wero taking in
the moving picture shows.
They will leave for California, It is
understood, some time today.

William Balfour, ngent for the
Santa Fe railroad, In Alhtuiuontuo, for
two years, und for several weeks past
general yardmaater, with charge of
the local yards and terminals, will go
io La Junta within the next few dnyv
where he will assume an executive
position In the office of General Superintendent J. M. Kurn. Mr. Balfour wus relieved as agent several
weeks aso by J. I. Johnson of Trinr'
idad. The position of general
will be filled after January 1
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"I had been troubled with constipation for two years and tried ail of
the best physicians In Bristol. Tenn.,
has made a ten strike Immediately and they could do nothing for me,"
by
him
with the recent bulletin Issued
writes Thos. E. Williams. Middleboro,
on "Latin in the Secondary Schools." Ky. "Two packages of Chamberlain s
'
By his vigorous and practical handStomach and Liver Tablets cured me."
ling of a matter which is being wide- For sale by all dealers.
everyamong
ly discussed
educators
where at present. Dr. Gray has
DEATHS AND FüÑERALS
aroused lively interest among many
prominent leaders In educational
Copies of tho bulletin have
work.
been acknowledged in a series of the
Wlillain Volant Uracil.
My boss told me that ho considered
William
Volant Brach, 36 years
most highly complimentary letters
und requests have come from any old, and for seven years a resident of a satisfied customer as his one best
7
Sunday
sources for extra copies of the bulle Albuquerque, died at o'clock
morning at the Santa - Fe hospital. advertisement and I agree with him.
tin for distribution.
The conservative, Elmer C. Brown, Mr. Brach was for a number of years If a customer kicks about anything
United States commissioner of edu- a' valued employe In the Santa Fe
cation, hus written a letter stating storekeeper's department' here, and he purchases here, we square things
that he is deeply Interested in the made many friends, who will regret to with him right on the spot. Take
suggestions toward reform "with some learn of his untimely death.
If we sold shoes
shoes, for example.
of which ho is in accord." Some
A sister arrived from the east yessixty or more letters have been re- terday and will accompany the body that were made out of pasteboard In
ceived from college presidents, su- to Baltimore, Md., leaving here on
90 per cent
perintendents of city and state schools Santa Fe train No. 8 Tuesday eve- place of leather and had
and others, all couched In the most ning. Deceased is survived by three of Imitation about them, we wouldn't
complimentary language.
brothers and two sisters.
sell more than one pair of shoes to
The New York Journal and the
Brief funeral services will he held
print at Strong Brothers' chapel In this city any one customer but we don't hanNew York World will both
portions of tho bulletin in their edi- at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon. Rev. dle that kind of shoes. Our shoes bring
torial columns in a few days. Among C. O. Beekmnn of the First Method back customers who buy them again
those from whom letters have been ist church will officiate and Mrs. H.
and again. Tho shoes we carry are
received by Dr. Gray are Mason fci. J. Collins will sing.
Stone of Montpeller, superintendent
the best that money can buy. You
of schools of Vermont; President C.
Funeral of Manuel Salazar.
college,
Adelphi
of
H .Livermoro
The funeral of the late Manuel will find more comfort and good wear
Brooklyn; President Scarborough of Salazar y Otero, whose death occurred in a pair of W. L. Douglas or Hanan
Wilberforce university; the superin- Saturday afternoon, was held from the
tendent of the Texas schools, who Immaculate Conception church at 9 Bhoes than any other make you ever
wants to republish the bulletin in the o'clock yesterday morning. A large wore they are the best ever and
Texas School Journal; the president number of relatives and friends at- every pair we sell is sold with a comeof St. John's uiiiverclty, Collegevlllo, tended the requiem mass, celebrated
Minn.; Hamilton Ford Allen, head of by Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J. In- back again feeling they muBt wear
the department of Greek in Washing, terment was in Santa Barbara ceme- and give good satisfaction or we want
ton and Jefferson college; the presi- tery.
to know the reason why. Try a pair
dent of the University of Tex.is; the
superintendent of schools of Dallas,
Henry Keniph.
the next time you need shoes. I wear
King
Conception
Henry
of
Texas; President
From the Immaculate
C
Oberlin college, Ohio; the New York church at 9 o'clock this morning will them.
commissioner of education, Albany; be held the funeral of Henry Kemph,
president of the University of Flor- a young man, who died here Sunday.
ida; president of the University of Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J., will ofNorth Dakota; the president of Notre ficiate at the funeral and Interment
WILLIE,
Dame; the head of the department of will be In Santa Barbara cemetery.
education of the state of Kentucky;
WashDenny
Livingston.
of
George
H.
Mrs. Anna
President
ington and Lee university, who says,
Funeral services for Mrs. Anna
among other things, that It "may
will be held in the Borders'
cause thoughtful men to revise their chapel nt 2 o'clock this afternoon.
many
question";
and
views on the
Mrs. Livingston, who was 76 years old,
others.
died Saturday after a brief illness ut
The bulletin by Dr. Gray hns struck the home of her dnughter, Mrs. Henry The Central Avenue Clothier.
at the root of a vital problem In mod- L. Lee, 208 South Broadway.
ern education; whether or not the
study of Latin, remain In the secondNeither Desirable.
ary schools. Dr. Gray briefly and InMyer (proudly) My son Is learnMarl
Home of Hart, Schaffner
cisively shows how, by correlating the ing to play on the violin.
Clothing.
study of Latin with that of English, It
Gyer Well, you have- - my symwill prove of the greatest practical pathy. I have a dog that howls at
value to the student In the lower the moon. Chicago News.
schools in mastering his own lanOPEN EVENINGS.
guage, at the same time furnishing
Stove Coal! Btova Coal! fi.BO per
htm with a basis for the mastery of ton. Aztec Fuel Co. Phone 251.
all the romance languages. Dr. Gray
meithods of
suggests common-sens- e
teaching the student Latin in this way,
without the strictly classical viewpoint, so tnnt It will prove of Immediate and real usefulness to him In
understanding the derivation of over
half the words of his own tongue, and
at the same time furnish the mental
gymnastics for which the study of the
old tongue is famed. Dr. Gray's bul- letln has had the immediate effect of
Injecting ginger and new ideas Into
the discussion of the problem now going on all over the country.
ALBUQUERQUE'S DRY GOODS SHOP.
Incidentally the bulletin will give
the University of New Mexico some
rather useful advertising in the world
of education.
Dr. Edward McQueen Gray, president of the University of New Mexico
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SPLENDID PROGRAMS
AT THE CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH ON CHRISTMAS
The Congregational church was the
scene of two splendid Christmas programs on Sunday.
Audiences that
filled almost every seat at both serattention as
reverential
vices sat with
music and song lifted them Into
an atmosphere of inspirational worship. With Mrs. Himoo at the piano
and Stanley Seder at the on;an, two
duets, "Festmarsch" and "Pastorate,"
were rendered with sweet harmony
and exquisite beauty, the latter so
much so that many requested Its repetition.
Tho solos of the morning hour
were rendered with fine expression,
especially "The Child Christ" by Mrs.
Frank. So tenderly and sweetly rendered ns to fall like u benediction
upon the worshipers. The anthem,
Thy
on
"Awake,
Put
Awake.
Strength." was nobly dono and left
minister
Tlie
little to be desired.
emphasized "The Deathlessness of
His Natal Day"; deathless in prophhope:
living
ecy, deathless
in
deathless in reality; as the fact of his
heart
human
of
the
birth takes hold
as as no other fact in human history.
The evening service; beginning at
7:30. marked the climax of the day's
musical pleasure. The prelude. In
two parts and a recital In three parts,
marked the opening of tho evening
program.
Stanley Seder, lit the organ, pro- -

The John Becker Co.
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Former Local Santa Fe Agent
to Fill Executive Position in
Office of General Superintendent J, MKurn.
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lujah Choruses."
The anthem, "Arise, Shine," was
rendered beautifully. The duet part
III
IS
of this anthem, in which the sweet
voice of Miss Rose Harsch and the
well known voice of Mrs. Frank,
blended In delightful harmony, was
BY DR. GRAY
one of the many fine touches in this
JULIUS CAESAR
varied program.
If one number could be specially
mentioned, perhaps it was the duet
by Mrs. Frank and Mr. Charles G.
tmrelv In "The Star of
Most Evenly Balanced of Complimentary Letters By Doz Bethlehem," nothing
finer could be
Shakespeare's Tragedies Is ens Received From College desired.
The minister took his hearers to the
and in a few words
Presidents and School Men; temple of oldsignificance
Very Successfully Presented
of the "Law
sketched the
meeting at
U,
prophecy."
S,
Commissioner Approves, and fulfilled
By Unusually Strong Cast,
shrina.
the age-ol- d
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pany. Kxpert Decorator Kelnhart of
Itnsenwnld flrothers also donated his
services for the occasion.
Tho W. C. T. IT. will meet at 2:30
o'chu k this nfternoon, tit- tho residence
of W. J. llydo, 225 North
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overlook some friend
forXmas? Just order some
more of those photos finished and surprise them New
Years, We'll get them for
you, Our record is not a
disappointed customer Xmas
and we are proud of it,
Did you

W. M. GRAY
"The Ilusy I'hotoBi'aphpr."

E. Fournelle

315 Marble Ave., Phone 206
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Specialty.

J. LEMP'S St. Louis Draught Beer

Outside Orders Solicited.

HARDWOOD LUMBERS FOR FINISH AND CABINET
WORK CLEAR AND SEASONED

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

& COLLISTER

Interesting News From
Several Sections
Forest Mills Knit Underwear
for Women and Children
If you want uiulcrvvenr that fits comfortably, easily without
stretching, woven in the rhilit proportions ami daintily finishci
you will buy ForoHt Mills 1'iulerwrar, anil having once tried
it you will stick to It. We carry . complete range of sizes in a
variety of rubrics Tor women and children both in the bcpurulc
garments anil union suits.

Women's Hosiery
Five pair of good black stockings lor $1.00. Tho sale begins Tiicsdny nnd lasts all week. This is our 25c stocking. A
full range of si.cs in regular and
oiit-siw- s.

Tailored Waists
For this week we will havo on display nmny new styloi
waists. This includes from the plain nainsook I'embroidered linen wuIhIh, priced from $1.35 to i 1.00

In tnilon-ll io hand

each.

Sweater Coats

at $5.00
We direct attention to several attractive models in Sweater
Zephyr
Coats at live Dollars each. They are inmle of all wool
Yarn in plain or fancy weaves. Several collars 111 a vttriet;
of colors, vulucs up to 7.O0.

Blankets and
Comforts
v
With prnctiiiillv all the winter before ns we wish
to call your attention to our blankets and comforts, luu
w ill find our Mock worthy of lnseetioii. One number in
forts matte sisvlallv for on is Hlx0 incites fUlisI with selected
collón. Miiiv quiitod covered with good quality of kilkoilnc
prh-eat $:t.50. Others priced from $l.tM up.
In plaid blankets we tarry tlie largest Hue In the elty. We
have Just received a delavi-- shipment of Illnck and White nd
lied or Black, all wool blankets tluit are guaranteed as sucl
the lied and
The Black and ami White are lHoed at M.50 and
Black at 5.00 tlie pall only 10 pair of tho 11-- 4 Black am
Phone your order on these
W hite left ami no more to lie IihiI.
or two.
for lliey will only last a dayyou
carry a guaranteed
we
that
remind
We would ais.
white blanket in pink or blue border at $5.50 the pair.
we-eiall-
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